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Abstract	
  
	
  
The	
   primary	
   purpose	
   of	
   this	
   work	
   is	
   to	
   perform	
   an	
   exhaustive	
   analysis	
   of	
   an	
   N-‐player	
  
Prisoner’s	
   Dilemma	
   game,	
   and	
   study	
   the	
   effects	
   of	
   relevant	
   parameter	
   inputs	
   on	
   system	
  
dynamics.	
  	
  The	
  model	
  used	
  was	
  based	
  upon	
  that	
  examined	
  in	
  two	
  papers,	
  Altruists,	
  Egoists	
  
and	
  Hooligans	
  in	
  a	
  Local	
  Interaction	
  Model,	
  and	
  Cooperation,	
  Mimesis,	
  and	
  Local	
  Interaction,	
  
which	
  are	
  purposed	
  similarly.	
  	
  However,	
  three	
  significant	
  changes	
  to	
  this	
  model	
  were	
  made:	
  
an	
  updated	
  learning	
  rule,	
  local	
  and	
  global	
  beta-‐probabilistic	
  player	
  updates,	
  and	
  a	
  geodesic	
  
world	
   geometry.	
   	
   Of	
   the	
   combined	
   five	
   findings	
   of	
   the	
   papers	
   above,	
   including	
   total	
  
convergence	
   to	
   altruism,	
   total	
   convergence	
   to	
   egoism,	
   perpetually	
   “blinking”	
   egoists,	
   a	
  
steady	
  pair	
  of	
  egoists,	
  and	
  a	
  combination	
  of	
  both	
  steady	
  and	
  “blinking”	
  egoists,	
  the	
  former	
  
two	
   were	
   reproduced	
   absolutely,	
   and	
   the	
   latter	
   three	
   reproduced	
   approximately.	
   	
   In	
  
addition,	
  we	
  provide	
  strong	
  conjecture	
  for	
  the	
  gauranteed	
  convergence	
  of	
  “blinking”	
  cases	
  
given	
   global	
   updates,	
   and	
   substantial	
   evidence	
   for	
   the	
   symmetric	
   support	
   of	
   local	
   egoism	
  
that	
   initially	
   sustains	
   this	
   “blinking,”	
   as	
   well	
   as	
   that	
   in	
   similar	
   cases.	
   	
   Furthemore,	
   we	
  
observe	
   and	
   dissect	
   “quasi-‐stable”	
   systems,	
   a	
   trend	
   of	
   linear	
   progression	
   towards	
   egoism	
  
given	
  fixed	
  neighborhood	
  size	
  n	
  and	
  increasing	
  cost	
  C,	
  and	
  a	
  trend	
  of	
  lateral	
  shift	
  towards	
  
“quasi-‐stability”	
  given	
  fixed	
  C	
  and	
  increasing	
  n.	
  	
  Finally,	
  we	
  use	
  our	
  findings	
  to	
  make	
  general	
  
commentary	
   about	
   real-‐world	
   players,	
   the	
   dynamics	
   of	
   their	
   interaction,	
   and	
   Prisoner’s	
  
Dilemma	
  models	
  themselves.	
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Introduction
The day is October 4, 1957, and a typically pleasant Australian family of seven turns on the TV. A news
reporter immediately appears, and in an uncharacteristically alert tone, makes a chilling announcement.
“The Soviet Union has just launched its Sputnik missile into orbit. While this missile is not aimed for
land, its long-range capabilities suggest an intensely sophisticated Soviet military, one fully capable of
producing nuclear warheads of similar range.

In addition, this news follows September reports of

increased testing of mass-destruction weaponry in the United States, which is certainly of no mere
coincidence. It seems as if both sides are preparing for full-scale nuclear war.”
After a short pause, the father turns off the TV. While Australia is not particularly close to either country,
the news does not exactly bring smile to the room. The family sits back, without speaking, and begins to
think.
The youngest of the family, a three-year-old boy, wonders why he has not yet committed the word
Sputnik to memory. It seems playful, and is certainly fun to say.
The next oldest—an eight-year-old girl who has taken a liking to animals, volleyball and theatre—
ponders the origin of the conflict itself: why do the Soviets hate the Americans? Why can’t we all just get
along?
After her, we have a fourteen-year-old boy who, just recently, was awarded best Rube-Goldberg machine
of his high school physics classroom. He enjoys asking questions. In response to the news, he posits:
What happens next? What will the United States do? If the Soviets “one-upped” the US, perhaps, the US
will “one-up” them right back? What then? Aren’t they both moving towards mutual destruction?
Next, there is the eighteen-year-old boy, who has been largely asleep throughout. He just finished the last
of his twelve university applications, and is too exhausted to move.
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The final child, a twenty-three year old girl and aspiring psychologist, conducts a slightly more robust
analysis of the situation. Her questions are numerous, including but not limited to: What do the people
think?

How will these new developments change how they view their government? Will the people

become more pro-war? More pro-peace? In turn, how will the government react? Will they become
more pro-war? More pro-peace? If one bombs the other, will the other bomb right back? Why?
Finally, we have the mother and father, who are both mathematicians. The mother is actually slightly
more renowned than her husband, a detail often the subject of post-dinner janitorial debate. In any event,
they both firmly ground their inquisition in theory, as expected. They ponder: What are the inputs, and
what are the outputs? Who are the players involved? What actions can be taken, and what are the
results? What does optimal strategy entail? Are strategies ever updated? How (and how quickly) can we
model this?
Clearly, the thoughts of all seven family members vary greatly, in both sophistication and personality.
However, all thoughts do seem to share a common theme, and that theme comes in the form of an everpressing question: what happens next?
For many years—thousands in fact—a rapidly evolving field of mathematics has governed and aimed to
answer the question above. This field, game theory, is actually dated back to Talmudic application, in
which it was used to help creditors divide a man’s estate. In this classical example, the text stipulates that
when the man dies, each of three creditors receives 100 units of currency worth of his estate, 200 units of
currency worth, and 300 units of currency worth, respectively. However, the actual payouts depend on
the final value of the property upon his death, which may be less than the sum of his debts. Given estate
values of 100, 200, and 300, the text encourages the following payouts:
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Claim

Estate

100

200

300

100

33 ⅓

33 ⅓

33 ⅓

200

50

75

75

300

50

100

150

Table 1: Division of the Estate in Ketubot as per the Mishna
Upon a quick glance, it appears as if this payment schedule has little logical basis or pattern. In fact, this
problem stumped scholars for far more years than they would care to admit, until it was eventually
resolved in 1985 by Drs. Robert Aumann and Michael Maschler of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
Before explaining, it is important to note that a universal algorithm need not exist; perhaps, each value of
estate yields its own unique payment schedule.

Fortunately, for the sanity of mathematicians and

religious scholars alike, we now believe that a common, logical method was indeed applied: the equal
division of the contested sum.
As the name would suggest, this method is based upon the principle of equally dividing only that which is
mutually contested by the parties involved, with remainders allocated to those with greater claim. If all
claims are greater than or equal to the value of the estate, the algorithm can be applied directly. However,
if one or more of the claims is less than the value of the estate, we must first consider payouts to just two
creditors, and then use their aggregate allocation to compute that which is owed to the third.
Again, this principle was not immediately apparent, and its discovery actually comes from both analysis
of the empirical payouts presented, as well as another concept outlined in the Talmud: the Contested
Garment Rule.
The Contested Garment Rule, or CG rule for short, is the basis for the equal division of the contested
sum. In the text, it states that should one creditor make full claim to a certain garment while the other
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creditor make half, the garment is divided in parts of ¾ and ¼, respectively. We see that the mutually
contested sum is only ½; both can agree that the other ½ belongs solely to the Creditor 1. This sum is
initially conceded. From here, we are left with the remaining ½, which is the sum in contest. This sum is
then divided equally, and the payments are ½ + ½(½) = ¾ and ½(½) = ¼, respectfully.
More generally, we can assign claims of di to each of the parties (where i = 1,2), given an estate value of
e. Again, let us assume that 0 < e < d, where d = d1 + d2. As per the concession stipulations above, it can
be said that Creditor 1 concedes max(e – d1 , 0) to Creditor 2, and Creditor 2 concedes max(e – d2, 0) to
Creditor 1. Allocations are as follows:
Creditor 1 = max(e – d2, 0) + ½[e – max(e – d1, 0) – max(e – d2, 0)]
Creditor 2 = max(e – d1, 0) + ½[e – max(e – d1, 0) – max(e – d2, 0)]
Once more, if e ≤ d1 and e ≤ d2, the estate is simply split equally.
Next, we ask: How does this help us to prove the payment schedules cited in the Talmud, in which three
creditors are involved? The central commentary of Aumann and Maschlers’ observations, which again
combine the CG rule and the empirical data presented in the text, is as follows:
“ If any two creditors use the Contested Garment Rule to split the amount they were jointly awarded, each
will get the amount he was actually awarded. Therefore, in an estate division problem (e, (d1, . . . ,dn)), a
division (x1, . . . , xn) of the estate is consistent with the Contested Garment Rule if, for each pair (i, j), (xi,
xj) is exactly the division produced by the Contested Garment Rule applied to an estate of size
xi+xj with debts di and dj.”
Furthermore, the Aumann-Maschler Theorem states that: In any estate division problem, there is exactly
one division of the estate that is consistent with the Contested Garment Rule, regardless of the number of
creditors, their claims, and the size of the estate.
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Let us consider these two claims, and examine the three cases at hand:
Case 1:
The estate values 100, and the three creditors claim 100, 200, and 300, respectively. Since there is only
100 to be divided, we can first reduce each request to 100: this is the maximum that any one creditor can
receive. From here, with three equal demands of 100 units, the mutually claimed sum becomes 100,
which is divided equally among all parties in contest. The payments are therefore 33 ⅓, 33 ⅓, and 33 ⅓,
respectfully.
Case 2:
The estate values 200, and the payments are 50, 75, and 75, respectively. If we examine the claimants in
pairs, we can confirm the consistency of allocation, as per the CG rule. First, we look at Creditors 1 and
2, claiming d1 = 100 and d2 = 200 respectively, whose aggregate payment is d = 125. From here, we
consider a situation in which these creditors, whose demands remain the same, must split a sum of e = x1
+ x2 = 125. Our goal is to prove that the allocation is still 50 and 75, respectively.
Claim

Estate
Left to Allocate

125

100

200

?

?
125

Table 2: Empty Table Showing Case 2 Division Among Creditor 1 and Creditor 2
First, we see that Creditor 1 must concede max(e – d1, 0) = max(125-100,0) = 25 to Creditor 2, and
Creditor 2 must concede max(e – d2 , 0) = max(125 – 200, 0) = 0 to Creditor 1. The table is now
updated.
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Claim

Estate

125

100

200

?

25

Left to Allocate

100

Table 3: Partially Complete Table Showing Case 2 Division Among Creditor 1 and Creditor 2
From here, we see that there is 100 left to allocate; both claims should now be reduced to 100, as this is
the maximum amount that can be allocated to either creditor. This is the sum to be divided equally.
Claim

Estate
Left to Allocate

125

100

200

½(100) = 50

25 + ½(100) = 75
0

Table 4: Complete Table Showing Case 2 Division among Creditor 1 and Creditor 2
Clearly, the allocations given to Creditors 1 and 2 in the three-creditor example are identical to those
given when the sum of their payouts is to be divided among the two. The formula is consistent, and the
CG rule holds. In fact, we must consider the pairings of Creditors 1 and 3, as well 2 and 3; however, in
the interest of space, we omit these from our analysis, but assuredly, these allocations are consistent as
well.
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Case 3:
In the final example, an estate of size 300 is to be divided among those claiming 100, 200, and 300.
Again, let us consider just the first two creditors, and hold certain that the remaining two pairs will share
the same measure of consistency (or inconsistency).
Given an aggregate allocation of d = 150 for Creditors 1 and 2, where d1 = 100 and d2 = 200, we consider
the situation in which 150 is to be divided among the two.
Claim

Estate

150

100

200

?

?

Left to Allocate

150

Table 5: Empty Table Showing Case 3 Division Among Creditor 1 and Creditor 2
First, we see that Creditor 1 must concede max(e – d1, 0) = max(150-100,0) = 50 to Creditor 2, and
Creditor 2 must concede max(e – d2 , 0) = max(150 – 200, 0) = 0 to Creditor 1. The table is updated.
Claim

Estate
Left to Allocate

150

100

200

?

50
100

Table 6: Partially Complete Table Showing Case 3 Division Among Creditor 1 and Creditor 2
From here, we see that there is 100 left to allocate; both claims should now be reduced to 100, as this is
the maximum amount that can be allocated to either creditor. This is the sum to be divided equally.
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Claim

Estate

150

Left to Allocate

100

200

½(100) = 50

50 + ½(100) = 100
0

Table 7: Complete Table Showing Case 3 Division Among Creditor 1 and Creditor 2
Again, x1 in the two-player sub-case is equal to x1 in the main case, and x2 is equal to its respective x2.
Consistency is maintained, and the rule stands. Once more, we correctly assume that the same is true for
sub-cases of Creditors 1 and 3, as well as 2 and 3.
Since the Talmud, the field of game theory has grown significantly. Over the eons, it has been used to
describe behavior, choice, and interaction in the fields of biology, economics, political science, and social
psychology. To which our Australian family alluded, situations of world-important foreign policy and
relationship can be realistically modeled through game theory as well, and outcomes can in fact be
reliably predicted. Most generally, the basic input and output parameters of any game theoretical problem
are as follows:
Input:
Players: The set of participants who make decisions within the framework of the game.
Actions: The set of decisions that players are able to make within the framework of the game.
Output:
Payoffs: The “score” that each decision yields within the framework of the game.
In the nuclear arms race example, as realized by the eight-year-old girl of our typically pleasant
Australian family, the relevant players in the game are the United States, and the Soviet Union. The set of
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possible actions, as realized by our fourteen-year-old high school physics standout, are to arm or disarm.
Finally, the payoffs—as realized by our twenty three year old psychologist, mother, and father alike—are
the set of outcomes given the possible actions which, most comprehensively, can be defined as the overall
physical, economic, and governmental health and safety of the respective nations; it can be defined as
their “score,” per se.
While one’s payoff may at first seem solely contingent on their actions alone, the critical thinker realizes
that perhaps, payoffs also depend on the actions of others. In fact, there is an exceedingly important type
of theoretical game, known as a social dilemma game, which models this type of interaction and
subsequent payoff schema. The dilemma to which it refers is the reality that while one decision may be
mathematically optimal for the individual, a higher payoff can be achieved when several players make the
alternative decision simultaneously.
The most notable example of these paradoxical social dilemma games is the Prisoner’s Dilemma, which
was first introduced by Merrill Flood and Melvin Dresher in 1950. In this game, two players are both
guilty of the same crime, yet there is no evidence with which to convict. As such, they are each taken into
separate rooms, and are not allowed to communicate with one another. From here, the prosecution
explains that they can choose to cooperate, akin to saying that the other guy is innocent, or to defect, akin
to saying that the other guy is guilty. A set of example payoffs, given all possible decision pairs, is shown
in Table 8 below.
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Player B
Cooperate

Defect

Player A: 3

Player A: 0

Player B: 3

Player B: 5

Player A: 5

Player A: 1

Player B: 0

Player B: 1

Cooperate
Player A
Defect

Table 8: Prisoner’s Dilemma Example Payoff Table
If we examine the results of Player A defect, we can see that the payoff will either be 5 or 1—an average
of 3 (assuming random decision from Player B).

Conversely, if we look at possible results for

cooperation, we can see that the payoff will either be 3 or 0—an average of 1.5 (again, assuming random
decision from Player B). Clearly, if the player acts purely out of self-interest, the optimal choice would
be to always defect.
However, given that both players understand the optimality of defection, they will often incur the defectdefect payout of 1, referred to as the punishment pay P. In addition, we note that this scenario is the
“threat” of defection: if you defect, and for good reason, the other player may choose to defect as well.
Clearly, P is not desired.
Upon further examination of Table 8, we see that the most desired payout comes from cooperatecooperate, referred to as the reward pay R. Since both players stand to benefit equally and substantially,
R is most desirable. Nevertheless, the choice to cooperate packs a risk of its own: while one player
understands that mutual cooperation is most optimal and acts selflessly, the other player may choose to
defect, out of mathematically optimal individual selfishness. In these instances (quadrants 1 and 3), the
defector receives the temptation pay T, while the cooperator receives the sucker pay S.
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In summary, the payout matrix in Table 8 tells us that while defection is the optimal decision for the
individual, cooperation is the mathematically optimal and superior decision for the group. Again, player
collaboration is prohibited. This is the dilemma of the prisoner.
The case of the Cold War arms race, so eloquently analyzed by our typically pleasant Australians, can be
viewed as a classical example of the prisoner’s dilemma. When choosing whether to bolster its weaponry
or not, each player must consider that while armament makes one safer, it also moves them closer to
mutually assured destruction: the assumption is that when one country builds bombs, the other builds
them as well. Clearly, cooperation is best for the whole: with no weapons, no one is at risk. However,
for the individual, military addition seems to be the clearest path to safety.
In this particular case, it was the fourteen-year-old boy who first realized that the game will have
multiple iterations.

After both countries make their decision to arm or disarm, they will have the

opportunity to make a new choice at a later date. In these types of games—of multiple, finite iteration, or
even infinite iteration—players are able to factor the previous choices of others into their current action.
As such, strategy is born. In addition, strategies can be updated, which is presumably based upon
historical payoffs to proximate players: “If that guy keeps making the same choice, and it’s working out
pretty well for him, maybe I should try his move on my next turn?”
In such iterative social dilemma games, such as the Cold War Arms race, we introduce two new
parameters into basic game play:
Learning Rule: Logic governing player analysis of the strategies of proximate others where, assuming
rational players, the strategies with the highest historical yields are most attractive.
Update Rate: The rate at which players modify their strategies. We note that modification may be
characterized as the choice to retain one’s current disposition.
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Again, these strategies and subsequent strategy updates are largely based on the recent payoffs of the
other player. In fact, social dilemma games can be modeled to include not just two players, as in the
traditional prisoner’s example, but many players.

These multi-agent games, called n-player social

dilemma games, are often used to describe more real-world situations, in which hundreds of thousands of
players interact within a framework of dilemma. Historically, such games have been used to model things
like biological evolution, ethological progression, and governmental structures like communism and
Marxism. An important objective for modeling n-player games is the definition of neighborhood size,
under which strategies of proximate agents can be considered, and possibly altered: one can only see—
and therefore influence—the actions and payoffs of those in his or her respective neighborhood. We add
this definition to our list of parameters.
Neighborhood Size: A unit distance that defines a given player’s sphere of influence or interaction. The
actual size of the neighborhood will depend on the geometric system used to map the game in question.
Once all seven parameters—players, actions, payoffs, learning rule, update rate, and neighborhood size—
have all been sufficiently defined, we are ready to start running our game. However, what are we hoping
to find—what is our goal? In general, the point to any social dilemma game is to figure out how many
cooperators there are in the end, and how many defectors. Again, given a small number of players and
finite iterations, players tend to sway heavily towards constant defect. As such, why would an n-player,
infinite iteration game be any different? What would cause players to change their strategy? Can stable
states be reached?
Given our n-player neighborhood game, the critical thinker quickly realizes that while one player has a
surrounding neighborhood, each of these neighbors has a neighborhood of his or her own. As such,
neighborhoods overlap, and game strategies are allowed to beautifully and rapidly propagate throughout
the model.
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favorable, its true optimality is always viewed in context, and, given overlapping neighborhoods and
strategy updates, this context is forever evolving.
Another important facet of social dilemma games is learning by imitation. As the game progresses,
players will begin to develop strategy or tendency which, assuming rational players, is aimed to maximize
payoff. Given the opportunity of update, players are able to consider the actions of those in their
respective neighborhood, and, if they choose, mimic the strategy of their neighbor. The explicit dynamic
of this mimicry is given by the learning rule. In a computer-simulated game, imitation will be based off
of a simple, numerical, and Boolean decision: if my neighbor’s actions are paying “better” than mine
since the last update, I change, and if not, I don’t. The word “better” is in quotations, as it can be defined
in a variety of ways. This is up to the mathematician. Since all neighborhoods overlap with the next, this
dynamic of imitation becomes complex and interesting; the distribution of cooperators and defectors
continues to mutate, and the game is driven forward. Once complete, well, we are not sure what happens.
Perhaps, all players choose to defect? Perhaps, the game finds a stable state? The answer is not apparent
until the game is run: this is why we play.
In this study, a model was built to examine citizen behavior, learning and tendency in an n-player world.
While the model itself is unique, the underlying concept of overlapping neighborhoods—in which
proximate players engage in prisoner’s dilemma games amongst each other—has been examined before.
In effect, our model is a rough extension of that used in two previous papers, entitled Altruists, Egoists,
and Hooligans in a Local Interaction Model and Cooperation, Mimesis and Local Interaction,
respectively.
The first paper, written by Ilan Eshel (Tel Aviv University), Avner Shaked (University of Bonn), and
Larry Samuelson (University of Wisconsin) in 1998, focuses on strategy patterns in a 1-dimensional
world. Initially, the paper focuses on a world of just altruists and egoists, and later, adds in the hooligan.
The hooligan is a player driven by madness who simply wishes to disrupt the natural flow of imitation,
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and is disregarded for the purposes of a practical comparison. In the model, altruists and egoists are
placed on a string, whose ends are tied to form a circle. A snapshot of the world might look like this:
aaaaaEaEaaEaaaaa,
where a is an altruist and E an egoist. Neighborhood size is limited to 2, with one neighbor to a given
player’s right, and the other to its left. Player learning is based on imitation, but this imitation is strictly
local; players can only use the payoffs of their neighbors, which are assumed to be average payoffs by
strategy type for that iteration, as a basis for strategy imitation. For example, if an altruistic player
receives score X on a given iteration, with his altruist neighbor receiving X+1 and his egoist neighbor
X+2, the player will adopt egoism, as X+2 > X. However, if this player had two egoist neighbors, with
one receiving X-1 and the other X-2, this player would remain an altruist, as

X>

(X −1) + (X − 2)
3
=X− ;
2
2

his or her score is greater than the average period payoff by strategy type, for that iteration. Furthermore,

€

the rate at which players update is governed by a simple Bernoulli trial, where in each iteration, players
learn with probability µ, and retain their strategy with probability 1 - µ. The paper draws some important
conclusions about the survival of the strictly dominated strategy altruism, showing that altruists can in
fact survive if and when they group together.
The second paper examined, written by Eshel, Samuelson, Dorothy Herreiner (University of Bonn) and
Emilia Sansone (University of Naples) in 2000, has a focus very similar to the former. The 1-dimensional
circular world, neighborhood size, and imitation procedure are largely identical, with the probability of
learning on a given iteration assumed to be identical as well. However, this paper makes some more
robust conclusions about player tendencies, including conditions that facilitate unbeatable strategies, as
well as the implications of different sizes of neighborhood from which players learn versus the size of that
in which they interact.
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While the model built for our study is mathematically similar to those in the above, it packs three
fundamental differences.

First, the learning rule has been updated: players will base imitation on

cumulative average by strategy type, or which strategy’s player base has the highest historical payoff.
This change both makes the rule for update more explicit, as well as what we feel to be a more authentic
representation of how players mimic neighbors in the real world. Second, players are able to update not
just locally, but globally as well, with a beta distribution governing the rate at which each type of update
occurs. This change was felt to more accurately describe real world learning, in which players have the
opportunity to observe payoffs of those not just in their immediate proximity, but in far corners of the
globe as well. In addition, the beta distribution ensures that players wait a minimum number of iterations
between consecutive updates, and sets a maximum limit before which a player must perform some type of
learning. Finally, and most exceptionally, the game is graphed not on a 1-dimensional circle, but on a
geodesic dome. Since the model is used to analyze real-world situations, the sphere-resembling polygon
seemed a much more intuitive and realistic representation of our planet. Furthermore, the overlapping,
propagating, and mutating nature of the game seemed best fit for a sphere-like polygon—unbiased, and
immaculately symmetric. With an updated measure for imitation, a probability distribution and limiting
parameters for update rate, and a more authentic world shape, we feel this study to have a greater
predictive potential, as well as depth of conclusion, for n-player games.
The primary purpose of this study is to replicate and expand upon the findings in the papers Altruists,
Egoists, and Hooligans in a Local Interaction Model and Cooperation, Mimesis and Local Interaction.
In addition, we aim to thoroughly scope the input parameter space, gain a robust understanding of system
function, and hopefully create fresh, substantial findings of our own. Finally, we aim to use our findings
to make commentary about real world dynamics, strategy, and interaction.
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Changes to the Original Model

Before explaining our model and its purpose further, it is important to first justify the updates that were
made. We explore how and why these updates were implemented, as well as their implications.

Learning Rule
The first update made was to the way in which players imitate their neighbors or, more explicitly, the
mathematical justification for performing a strategy imitation. In order to create the most authentic rule
for imitation, we must first detail what motivates player updates in the real world. For the purposes of
this model, we argue that real-world agents weigh three distinct variables when considering a strategy
change: the scores of their neighbors, the general credibility or intellectual fitness of their neighbors, and
the strategies of their neighbors. Neighbor scores are most important, as real world players are primarily
interested in obtaining the highest payoff. This is why the Prisoner’s Dilemma exists in the first place:
each player wants to score best, but the necessary action is never certain. Next, agents examine the
fitness—a proven history of success, adaptability, and intelligent decision—of those who they consider
mimicking; a person would be far more likely to imitate the surgeon with a BMW than a known felon
with a Ferrari. Finally, players look to their neighbors’ strategies which, although the concrete action
being copied, are merely just a means to obtaining a score. People will very often adopt a strategy, such
as becoming an engineer over a sales representative, in order to obtain a higher payoff, when the strategy
itself invokes complete misery. In our society, the score is dominant, and neighbor fitness and strategy
are ultimately secondary; our model requires a learning rule that mirrors such priorities.

For our learning rule analysis, let us assume that a given player is an altruist, and that this player has 10
neighbors. Five of these neighbors are altruists, and five are egoists. In addition, we assume that the 10th
iteration was just played, scores were computed, and our player will be updating his or her strategy before
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the next turn. There are four basic figures with which our player can compare his or her score: iteration
payoff by individual, iteration average by strategy type, cumulative payoff by individual, and cumulative
average by strategy type. It is important to note that the terms “imitation” and “strategy update” do not
necessarily denote a concrete strategy switch, as a player might mimic a neighbor whose strategy is
identical to his or her own.
a. Iteration Payoff by Individual
In this type of learning, our player will imitate the strategy of the neighbor who received the highest score
in that specific iteration. Under this rule, strategy updates can be both misleading and unrealistic. Since
imitation is based solely on scores computed in a specific iteration, it inherently disregards how neighbors
have fared in the past. Perhaps, the high-scorer has played the same strategy throughout, has performed
terribly, and has only received a high payoff on this iteration alone. In the real world, people are
generally perceptive enough to examine the historical yield of a certain strategy, and would not
impulsively mimic their jobless, drug-addicted neighbor the morning after he finds $100 on the side of the
road. Perhaps, if we were modeling a population of toddlers, this type of imitation might prove authentic,
but given a generalized world of rational, average-aged citizens, it is simply unrealistic. In addition, this
type of learning also disregards the general success of a given strategy in one’s neighborhood, as it is only
one player—the high-scorer—that serves as the basis for imitation. It is certainly possible that while a
given egoist obtains the largest payoff in this iteration, the other four egoists in the neighborhood fare
terribly. This single-agent mimicry suggests that real-world players feel that since one egoist did well,
egoism must be unbeatably optimal; clearly, this is not the case. Finally, it is important to mention that
all neighbors under consideration have possibly performed strategy imitations themselves, and their
current strategies certainly are vague functions of their past strategies; unfortunately, their historical
payoffs have no impact on their payoff in a specific future iteration—namely, the one we are
considering—and it can therefore be said that this learning rule does in fact disregard historical outcome.
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b. Iteration Average by Strategy Type
In this type of imitation, our given altruist compares their score on this iteration to the average score of
the five neighboring altruists, as well as to that of the five neighboring egoists. Immediately, we note that
these averages are a far more accurate representation of strategy success than in the previous learning
rule, since these figures are, in fact, averages. Unfortunately, they don’t consider historical yield either,
and are simply a snapshot of how each strategy, as a whole, is faring at a given point in time. Let us
assume that:

Egoist AverageIteration =

E =5

A =5

∑ IterationPayoff

∑ IterationPayoff

i=1

E =5

> Altruist AverageIteration =

i=1

A =5

in this iteration. Clearly, egoism is a better strategy. Perhaps, it will eventually prove optimal. However,

€

€

in the real world, will a person take this snapshot-average and mimic? Does this seem rational? Such
impulsive imitation certainly does occur, but given our generalized, average-aged population, it seems a
bit unrealistic. A real-world strategy change is often a fairly big step for the individual; perhaps, it is
from paying for and attending college (altruism) to dropping out and living off of the family fortune
(egoism). While this type of choice may appear sudden, the individual generally weighs his or her
options for quite some time before making a decision. It can even be argued that at every iteration, in the
real world, each player makes some theoretical, differential shift in strategy—a “mental step” towards
altruism or egoism. Then, their concrete strategy update is actually a culmination of these tiny mental
steps. To model this best, a learning rule that explicitly considers historical payoff is needed.
Let us further assume that all five egoists were altruists from iterations 1-9, and have only been egoists for
the 10th iteration. It is interesting to note that while all egoists adopted their current strategy only recently,
their new strategy may still be a long-tested result of trial, error and analysis. Again, while their strategies
may be new, and the average we are computing is only a snapshot-average, egoism may in fact be an
intrinsically “proven” disposition. However, to say that this learning rule is authentic is to assume that
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real-world players trust their neighbors, diligently observe their progressions, and believe in their
apparent fitness. Since all five egoists have just switched to egoism, to imitate this strategy would be to
trust that these neighbors arrived at egoism after exhaustive and thorough testing. Unfortunately, this
conclusion is a bit presumptuous, and the rule is not truly realistic.
3. Cumulative Payoff by Individual
With this rule, our given player imitates the neighbor with the highest average score over the length of the
game. This number is computed as follows:
t

∑ IterationPayoff
Individual PayoffCumulative =

i=0

t

,

where t is the number of to-date iterations, or the current length of the game. In our example, t = 10. This

€

type of learning is actually rather authentic, as the high-scorer’s cumulative payoff considers how he or
she has fared in the past, by definition. To imitate this player would be to monitor their success for quite
some time, and at a given moment, make the official switch to their strategy. In the real world, this seems
plausible. Players look around, observe those who continue to excel, and often try to mimic their actions.
This would validate the learning rule. However, the rule would then suggest a sort of single-agent
idolatry, in which people feel as if the high-scorer’s strategy is universally optimal: we would all try to
imitate Donald Trump. Unfortunately, being a cunning international businessman, taking private jets to
exotic locations every other day, and buying hotels on a whim is certainly not a lifestyle that would work
for us all. Just because Mr. Trump’s average payoff may be better than ours, his approach might not suit
us whatsoever. In reality, players strive to make a far-less-biased choice: they try to pick a strategy that
works for them. As such, a more diversified statistic is needed.
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4. Cumulative Average by Strategy Type
In this final learning type, the player compares his or her score with the average of the cumulative scores
of the five egoists, as well as those of the five altruists. This rule is optimal for several reasons. First, the
individual components of each average—the cumulative average payoffs of all neighbors—are inherently
historical tallies of player success. These figures show how a player has fared over time. Again, in the
real world, people are not necessarily interested in the best strategy available, but in obtaining the highest
score. As such, they imitate the individual who performs best, with the imitation itself being in the form
of strategy mimicry. The cumulative averages for the individual show who has made the best choices
over time, or who is the fittest. Next, all of these figures are averaged, so that we can gauge not just how
well one player has done historically, but how well all those playing same strategy have fared historically,
and therefore how appealing this player-base is for imitation. These figures are computed as such:
A =5
t

∑
i=0

E =5

∑ IterationPayoff

t

j =0

∑

A =5
t

and

i=0

∑ IterationPayoff
j =0

E =5
t

,

for altruists and egoists respectively. It is important to note that the tallied iteration payoffs are simply

€

€

those of the current altruists or egoists, respectively, and that their historical strategies are irrelevant. For
example, if an altruist on this iteration has been an egoist for the previous nine, all ten of his or her
iteration payoffs are included in the altruist average. Finally, we have a statistic that considers both the
generalized, current success of a given strategy—important because our player is updating in the current
iteration, and wants to view how the strategy is working for a wide variety of people—as well as the
historical success of the comprising player base, which shows the basic intellect of the population being
imitated. Now, our real-world agents can look around, see which strategy is performing best, and justify
imitation with the past achievement of those also playing this strategy. In effect, this is really just an
intrinsic mimicry of making good choices.
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Given the above four rules, it is clear that learning by cumulative average by strategy type is the most
realistic interpretation of real-world update. This rule was built into our model, for both local and global
learning. We note that our given player’s cumulative score is included in the cumulative average for that
of his or her strategy type.
Lastly, we examine the situation in which cumulative averages by player type are exactly identical, for
both local and global learning. In this case, the player will simply retain his or her current strategy, as
again, real-world agents are generally change-averse.

Switching one’s strategy would be merely

whimsical, and not mathematically advisable in any way. As such, this would rarely occur.

Player Updates
Given that one’s payoff depends not only on his or her action, but also on those of his or her neighbors’,
no one strategy is ultimately superior. Therefore, players are given the opportunity to update. In both
Altruists, Egoists, and Hooligans in a Local Interaction Model and Cooperation, and Mimesis and Local
Interaction, players were only given the opportunity to update locally. However, in order to make our
model as realistic as possible, we chose to implement two types of player updates: local and global.
Given a local update, a player looks at the cumulative average score of all altruists in his or her
neighborhood, and compares it with that of the egoists; the player then imitates the strategy corresponding
to the higher tally. Given a global update, a player compares the cumulative average score of all altruists
in the world with that of the egoists, and again, imitates the strategy yielding the highest payoff. The
local updates occur more frequently than global, since the typical citizen evaluates those in his or her
close proximity much more often than those at the far corners of the globe.
In addition to a global update, an improvement was made to the rate at which players update—both
locally and globally—so as to make the process more explicit, and to include parameters to make it more
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realistic. In our model, the rate of player update is governed by a beta distribution, which is bound by a
minimum and maximum number of iterations. The minimum is the number of consecutive iterations a
player must wait to update again after he or she just updated, and the maximum is the number of
consecutive iterations before which he or she must update. These parameters are specified for both local
and global updates, separately, and are reset to 0 after a player learns. This way, a player cannot locally
update on consecutive iterations, as this would be unrealistic; people don’t change their real world
strategy one day, and then change it again the next. Humans are generally results-oriented, and results
cannot be obtained after just one day of experimentation. Next, the user inputs the alpha and beta
parameters for the two distributions, which effectively dictate the “shape” of the update interval, or where
in the interval the player is most likely to update.

Three beta distributions with different (α, β)

parameters are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Three Beta Distributions with Different (α, β) Parameters
In the red graph, with parameters (α = 2, β = 8), the cumulative distribution is “shifted” to the beginning
of the interval; given random local parameters of (min = 4, max = 16), the player would most likely
update between, say, iterations 5 and 8. In the blue graph, the data is shifted to the center of the interval,
and the green graph is shifted towards the end. A user-specified (α = 1, β = 10) might be used to model a
world where citizens are impulsive, and more apt to change their strategies quickly, while (α = 10, β = 1)
might be used to model a society marked by apathy, stubbornness, and imperception. The default
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parameters for our system, Betalocal = (min, max, α, β) and Betaglobal = (min, max, α, β), are (5, 20, 2, 2)
and (25, 100, 2, 2), respectively.

Geodesic Dome
Next, we examine the geodesic dome on which our game is played. First, however, it is important to
define just what a geodesic dome really is. The shape is actually derived from an icosahedron, a 20-sided
polygon made exclusively of triangles. A picture is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Icosahedron
In order to resolve our geodesic dome, we simply sub-divide each of the 20 triangular faces, and the
polygon begins to take shape. As the number of sub-divisions—or dome frequency—is increased, the
more spherical our dome will look. Additionally, while the geodesic dome is technically comprised
entirely of triangles, a higher-frequency dome appears to feature hexagons and pentagons on its surface.
The biggest obstacle of this study, by far, was figuring out how to incorporate the dome geometry into our
game; we needed to know how to “loop” over it. Each individual vertex—or player—on the dome
requires its own address, and the code must be able to identify it uniquely. In addition, it must understand
which players are adjacent to the next, and to which neighborhood each player belongs: the dome must be
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“traversed.” Unfortunately, given the indiscriminate, painfully universal nature of geodesic geometry,
this was not an easy task.
The first method attempted was the use of great circles. Great circles are essentially equators, which wrap
360 degrees around the globe, and stretch its full diameter. On a given sphere, we can map 3 seemingly
distinct great circle routes—which loosely correspond to x, y, and z coordinates—with each being normal
to the next. The first great circle wraps around the sphere like the Earth’s equator, going “right” to “left”;
the second is normal to the first and wraps vertically around the globe, going “back” to “forward”; and the
third is normal to the second and wraps similarly vertically around the globe (if you imagine the second as
the first), and goes “up” to “down.” A picture is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Three Great Circles on a Typical Sphere
The figure is confusing, and the preceding explanation even more so. Once the orientation of the circles
was finally understood, we had to devise a plan to make each nodular location unique. To accomplish
this with great circles, it was necessary to pick a “correct” orientation of the sphere itself; we had to
decide which direction was absolutely up, down, left, right, back, and forward. Intuitively, this idea is not
easily accepted; the shape is roughly spherical, and a sphere is symmetric: How can we pick favorites?
Why is one direction more “up” than the next? Can’t we simply just turn the ball and switch it up—
doesn’t the math allow this to happen?
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Despite the headache, we were certain that great circles were the solution; in effect, they are the most
logical way to apply a 3-coordinate system to a sphere. From here, we began searching for pictures of
geodesic domes, in order to get a better grasp on what we thought to be its purely hexagonal composition.
While many of Google’s images showed domes that seemed entirely hexagonal (and therefore accurate),
many of them appeared to have a few pentagons in the mix. An example of is shown in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4: Geodesic Half Dome, Showing a Pentagon among Hexagons
We really weren’t sure if the pentagons were supposed to be there, or if they were simply an unavoidable
misnomer of trying to draw a 3-dimensional object in 2-dimensional space. We soon realized that we
would need to find alternative examples of the dome, so as to understand it fully.
After further chalkboard frustration, we set out for a physical model. The first physical model of our
dome was actually constructed from a grapefruit, and many multi-colored rubber bands. Initially, we
wrapped our 3 great circle routes, and then wrapped routes parallel to each of the originals, so as to form
our hexagons.
symmetric.

Clearly, the geometry wasn’t exact; nobody makes grapefruits that are perfectly

Regardless, even with our admittedly sloppy model, we still and unavoidably formed

pentagons: we needed to prove why they were there, and how many there should be.
In order to prove the above, we chose to consider the Descartes-Euler polyhedral formula.

Given a

convex polygon, the number of faces plus the number of vertices of the shape must total exactly 2 more
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than the number of edges. Algebraically, this can be written as V + F – E = 2, where V, F, and E
represent the number of vertices, faces, and edges, respectively.
Assuming that our geodesic dome can be constructed solely from hexagons, we note that each hexagonal
face has 6 edges, and each edge is shared by exactly 2 faces. In other words, each face must be counted
twice. It follows that:
F = 2E/6  F = E/3
Next, we note that each edge has 2 vertices, and each vertex was thought to be created by the intersection
of three great circle routes; this implies that each vertex is to be counted 3 times. Therefore, we say that:
E = 3V/2  V = 2E/3
From here, we simply plug our values, which are now all written in terms of E, into our initial equation.
V + F – E = 2E/3 + E/3 – E = 0 ≠2
As such, our initial assumption is rendered invalid: a geodesic dome cannot be comprised exclusively of
hexagons, and the pentagons we were observing were no mistake or graphical concession. From there, it
became imperative to find a physical model both geometrically exact, and big enough to be truly
understood.
After hours of research, we finally found Geodesics Unlimited of Derbyshire, England, which specializes
in geodesic dome construction. A picture of our order is shown in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5: 4-Frequency Geodesic Dome, Geodesics Unlimited
After a lengthy email exchange with one of its employees, Amila Y’Mech, we were finally educated on
just what a geodesic dome really is. As mentioned, a geodesic dome is, at heart, a 20-sided icosahedron,
with the sub-division of each face giving it its spherical shape. In addition, Amila promptly explained
that the pentagons are supposed to exist, and that each corresponds to a vertex of the original
icosahedron—12 pentagons in all.
In addition, we can see that the original, triangular, icosahedral framework of the dome is marked by
yellow tubing.

Within these 20 triangular faces, we find the subdivision that makes this polygon

geodesic. Since each side of the triangular faces is divided into 4 parts, resulting in 42 = 16 additional
interior triangles (if we only count the smallest ones), we say that this particular dome is of frequency 4.
While the model used in this paper was built to facilitate all games of neighborhood size n and dome
frequency f, the original pseudo-code was actually based on a dome of frequency 4, as shown in the figure
above. Again, the major obstacle in implementing the geodesic geometry into our game was devising a
way to uniquely identify each node—or player—in the space.
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After much trial and error, the following approach was chosen:
Instead of defining a coordinate system for the dome as a whole, we instead consider each icosahedral
face individually. Suppose that each looks as follows:

Figure 6: Generic Icosahedral Face

Again, each outer edge of the triangle corresponds to the original icosahedron, while the interior triangles
are a result of its sub-division. In addition, each intersection marks a node—or player—in the game, all
of which require a unique address. Each node is marked with a red dot, as shown in Figure 7 below.
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Figure 7: Icosahedral Face with Nodes Marked

In order to identify each of the 15 nodes, it is imperative to devise some type of coordinate system. In
this instance, we chose to use a 3-coordinate system, with each coordinate pertaining to the fractional
distance traveled from each edge of the original, outer triangle. For a 4-frequency triangle, coordinates i,
j, and k are chosen from the set {0, ¼, ½, ¾, 1}, where i+j+k = 1. However, we note that our model is
built to examine domes of all frequencies f; the set of possible coordinate values will change, but i+j+k
will always equal 1. An example is shown in Figure 8 below.
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Figure 8: Icosahedral Face with i, j, k Coordinate Intervals Shown
From the diagram above, we first notice that each set of parallel, diving lines is assigned a coordinate
parameter, where blue corresponds to i, pink corresponds to j, and orange corresponds to k. Next, we
note that each parallel interval represents a coordinate “step,” or distance, from the outer edge. Since our
example dome is of frequency f = 4, each parameter i, j, and k will have 4 steps, as shown above. It
follows that each node can be identified by a combination of each of the 3 intersecting interval steps by
which it is formed. The bottom right point is denoted as (i = 0, j = 0, k = 1), while the center-most point
is denoted as (i = ¼, j = ½, k = ¼). In both instances, we see that i+j+k = 1.
While uniquely identifying nodes on one icosahedral face isn’t terrifically challenging, doing the same for
the remaining 19 presents new obstacles. If we reexamine the geodesic dome in Figure 5, we make a few
key observations important to our analysis.
1. The icosahedral triangles appear to be “pieced together,” so as to form the geodesic geometry.
2. Each yellow edge is shared by 2 faces, while each yellow vertex is shared by 5.
3. The edges of each icosahedral face need to be assigned an i, j, or k parameter.
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The answers to the above questions, which did not come easily, are crucial to the actual implementation
of the dome into our game. First, it was decided that while we can see how the faces are pieced together,
it was ultimately not necessary to write this assembly into our code; in other words, the computer does not
need to know what the geodesic dome looks like. Again, while the system of unique identification stems
from this geometry, the actual storage of data does not require this knowledge. Information for each node
is simply stored in individual “lockers,” as intended.
For the second question, if we hope to continue with our plan of coalescing the individual icosahedral
triangles to form a global coordinate system, it is crucial to ensure that nothing gets counted twice. In
Figure 5, we can clearly see that, given our system of unique identification, each yellow edge will be
given 2 names, while each yellow vertex, or “cardinal node,” will be given 5. To solve this problem, we
decided to construct two separate “look-up” tables—one for twice-counted edges, and one for 5-timescounted cardinal nodes. In each, the arbitrarily chosen “primary address” is listed next to its respective,
to-be-swapped-out “secondary address(es),” and in each game iteration, tables are checked and the
substitutions applied. In this way, no node is ever counted more than once.
Finally, as we assigned each of i, j, and k to the outer triangular edges of our face in Figure 8, we must do
the same for the remaining 19. However, we note that the original assignment was completely arbitrary;
conveniently, the rest follow suit. As such, while we had hoped for a logical translation of coordinates
across icosahedral faces, none such pattern exists; the coordinate assignment for each individual face is
completely arbitrary as well. Initially, although all nodes on the 4-frequency were defined explicitly, so
as to construct the look-up tables and provide retrospective reference to our model, the coordinate system
is of no effect during actual game play. The code simply loops through the faces and creates the
addresses, and computational awareness of the geodesic geometry—or which of i, j, or k pertains to
which icosahedral edge—is unnecessary, and was therefore omitted.
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Looping Algorithm

Now that the logic behind our geodesic model has been explained, we must introduce the actual algorithm
built for its implementation. While all work was eventually rendered into C++, the steps below will most
simply show how the game was mapped to our dome.
1) Input Dome Frequency f
The user inputs the frequency of the geodesic dome, or the degree of sub-division of each of the 20
icosahedral faces.
2) Compute Initial Names of All Nodes
Once we have a frequency, we identify our nodes, which is done with a relatively simple, 3-parameter
loop. We have chosen to identify each node with a 7-part address, which can be generalized as follows:

[t,A,B,C,i,j,k]
In each address, the variables represent the following:
•

t = icosahedral face to which the node corresponds

•

A = a “standardized” i coordinate (as found on the face itself, as per Figure 8)

•

B = a “standardized” j coordinate (as found on the face itself, as per Figure 8)

•

C = a “standardized” k coordinate (as found on the face itself, as per Figure 8)

•

i = i coordinate (as found on the face itself, as per Figure 8)

•

j = j coordinate (as found on the face itself, as per Figure 8)

•

k = k coordinate (as found on the face itself, as per Figure 8)
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In fact, parameter sets {A,B,C} and {i,j,k} are redundant, and the former, “standardized” set is what is
actually used. The latter is simply included for clarity, as it is these fractional values around which our
coordinate system is effectively based.
The standardization is as follows:

i = (A-1)/f  i*f + 1 = A
Therefore, given a 4-frequency dome as shown in Figure 5, a coordinate parameter of i = ¼ is also
represented as A = 2. In order to produce the full, comprehensive list of initial node names, the following
loop was used:
for i = 1:20
for j = 1:n+1
for k = 1:n+2-j
l = n+3-j-k;
Player = [i, j, k, l, (j-1)/n, (k-1)/n, (l-1)/n]
end
end
end
Figure 9: MATLAB Initial Node Generation
One will notice that the line Player = [i, j, k, l, (j-1)/n, (k-1)/n, (l-1)/n] does not quite match the
[t,A,B,C,i,j,k] template prescribed above; the former is only used for algorithmic simplicity. After the
above loop is run, we are left with 300 addresses—15 nodes on each of 20 faces.
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3) Eliminate Duplicates
Again, once all nodes have been identified, we need to make sure we don’t count any twice. One can
easily see why this occurs, as nodes along edges belong to two icosahedral faces, and cardinal nodes
belong to five, and one can also see why this is problematic, as a node shouldn’t have its score padded
more than once per iteration. As such, we have generated what are referred to as “look-up tables,” which
house the primary names of all edge and cardinal nodes in the system, as well as the corresponding, to-bediscarded secondary name(s). An excerpt from the Edge Node Look-Up Table is shown in Table 9
below.

Table 9: Excerpt from Edge Node Look-Up Table
The above table contains coordinate identifications for 10 unique nodes. The primary names of the nodes
are in yellow, on the left, and the secondary, to-be-discarded names are on the right, in orange. Just
before the game is run, the code references these tables, swaps names, and internally generates a list of all
individual, now uniquely identifiable, players in the game. We can now compute neighbors and proceed
with general game play without any confusion or extraneous effort.
4) Compute Neighbors, Define Neighborhoods
Once all players have unique names, we indentify their neighbors.

Depending on the size of the

neighborhood, which is a user-specified input parameter, the number of neighbors will vary.
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neighborhood size n = 1, the code will determine all players that can be reached by a path length of 1. If
the central node in question is a cardinal node, it will have 5 neighbors, but if not, it will have 6. An
example is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: An Arbitrary Node, Shown in Red, and its Neighbors, Shown in Green, where n = 1
Again, this node is not a cardinal node, so it will have six neighbors. For n = 2, the code would instead
find all unique players that can be reached by a path length of 2. If players are repeated, the code
eliminates duplicates in a similar fashion to Step 3, as shown above. It is crucial that players are only
counted once. Furthermore, it is important to understand that while the red dot in Figure 9 is the center of
one neighborhood, each of his or her green neighbors is the center of a different neighborhood; all
neighborhoods overlap to some user-defined extent, which makes game play much more realistic, and
therefore the results more interesting.
When n = 1, it is immediately clear that the only two possible number of neighbors one can have is 5 and
6. When n is larger, the number of possible neighbors increases. In fact, these numbers are finite, and
can be computed as a function of neighborhood size n, dome frequency f, and the center player’s distance
from each of two collinear cardinal nodes. To better understand this dynamic and its effect on game play,
we explore all possible neighborhood sizes for n = {1, 2, 3}, given f = 8, in an example world. The center
player, marked by a red dot, is denoted as “CP,” and N is his or her total number of neighbors. CN will
be used to denote the cardinal node, and is marked by a red dot.
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n = 1, CP is a CN, N = 5:

Figure 11: n = 1, N = 5 Neighborhood
n = 1, CP a distance 1 from CN (on the axis connecting collinear, adjacent CN’s), N = 6:

Figure 12: n = 1, N = 6 Neighborhood
Again, when n = 1, N = {5,6} are the only two unique neighborhood sizes. If we move our CP a distance
2 from the cardinal node, we will again obtain N = 6. The next cases observed are for n = 2.
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n = 2, CP is CN, N = 5 + 10 = 15:

Figure 13: n = 2, N = 15 Neighborhood

n = 2, CP a distance 1 from CN, N = 6 + 11 = 17:

Figure 14: n = 2, N = 17 Neighborhood
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n = 2, CP a distance 2 from CN, N = 6 + 12 = 18:

Figure 15: n = 2, N = 18 Neighborhood
With n = 2, our possible sizes are N = {15, 17, 18}. For N = 15, we see the original (n = 1, N = 5)
neighborhood in the middle, and for N = {17, 18}, we see our original (n = 1, N = 6). This certainly
makes sense, as all n = 2 neighbors are a distance 1 from all n = 1 neighbors, by definition.
n = 3, CP is Cardinal CN, N = 5 + 10 + 15 = 30:

Figure 16: n = 3, N = 30 Neighborhood
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n = 3, CP a distance 1 from CN, N = 6 + 11 + 16 = 33:

Figure 17: n = 3, N = 33 Neighborhood

n = 3, CP a distance 2 from CN, N = 6 + 12 + 17 = 35:

Figure 18: n = 3, N = 35 Neighborhood
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n = 3, CP a distance 3, N = 6 + 12 + 18 = 36:

Figure 19: n = 3, N = 36 Neighborhood

With n = 3, our possible sizes are N = {30, 33, 35, 36}. We note that in this example world, there are n+1
finite cases for a given n, as n = 1 has 2 cases, n = 2 has 3, and n = 3 has 4. A table of all cases is shown
in Table 10.

Neighborhood Size n
n = 1 (2 cases)
n = 2 (3 cases)

n = 3 (4 cases)

Component Neighbor Sizes Ni

Total Size N

5

5

6

6

5

10

15

6

11

17

6

12

18

5

10

15

30

6

11

16

33

6

12

17

35

6

12

18

36

Table 10: All Neighborhood Sizes for f = 8, n = {1, 2, 3}
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In our first n = 1 case, it is clear that N equals 5 because our neighborhood is centered at a pentagon; a
pentagon has 5 vertices. When the CP moves up 1 ≤ s < f steps (where s is always an integer), N equals 6,
and when it moves f = 8 steps, N equals 5, as we are again centered at a cardinal node.
In the first n = 2 case, where CP is a cardinal node, we take our first N = 5 neighborhood, and find all
unique neighbors of these neighbors. The outer ring is a clean multiple of the first, as the polygons are
similar, and we obtain N = 1*5 + 2*5 = 15. In the next case, where our CP is one of the vertices of the
pentagon, our outer ring is no longer a clean multiple of our inner, N = 6 neighborhood. In the last case,
stepping farther away from the center of the pentagon, we again obtain clean multiples, as N = 1*6 + 2*6
= 18.
In the n = 3 cases, the same phenomenon occurs, and it becomes immediately clear that the center
player’s position relative to the cardinal node (and its pentagonal neighborhood) has a major impact on
neighborhood size N. We explore this impact in order to predict all finite N for a given n and f.
First, we reiterate that when the center player is a cardinal node, our N can be computed as
f

∑n ,

N= 5

n =1

for all n ≤ f. In fact, it is perfectly acceptable to choose n as large as we like, but for the purposes of our

€

model, we will bound it by f; when n is larger than f, our neighborhoods are unrealistically large in
comparison to the size of the world, and our results lose authenticity. Choosing n >> f would be like
saying a man from New York and a woman from Kenya are in the same neighborhood, and can locally
imitate one another. Clearly, neighborhoods should not be this large.
Next, we move our CP one step away from the cardinal node, and examine how neighbors are counted in
the n = 2 case. We revisit the (n = 2, N = 17) diagram in Figure 14 and examine the immediate
neighborhoods, marked in orange, of two of the CP’s n = 1 neighbors, also marked in orange. For
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simplicity, we call the center player Joe, the northwest neighbor Jill, and the northeast neighbor Jane. A
cropped view of this diagram is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Excerpt from (n = 2, N = 17) Diagram
The definition of neighborhood size n is the set of all unique players that can be reach by a path length of
n. In the diagram, we see that Jill and Jane are 2 of Joe’s 5 neighbors, and are reached by a path length of
1. To find Joe’s n = 2 neighbors, we simply find all unique players that Jill, Jane, and Joe’s other 3
neighbors can reach with a path length of 1 themselves. Jill and Janes’ n = 1 neighborhoods are marked
in orange. If we examine Jill’s neighborhood, we see that 3 of her neighbors are in fact 3 of Joe’s
neighbors; we disregard these associations, so that these players are not counted twice. Next, we see that
Jill’s remaining 3 neighbors are in the n = 2 ring, as they are a distance of 2 from Joe. The same is true
for Jane’s neighbors: 3 are on Joe’s n = 1 ring, and will be ignored, and 3 are on his n = 2 ring. The
diagram has been fitted with arrows for clarity, pointing to Jill and Jane’s 3 respective neighbors on Joe’s
n = 2 ring.
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Figure 21: Excerpt from (n = 2, N = 17) Diagram, with Arrows
If all of Joe’s n = 1 neighbors, like Jill and Jane, had 6 n = 1 neighbors of their own, there would be 3*6 =
18 neighbors on Joe’s n = 2 ring. However, we must be certain not to double count.
If we look at Joe’s n = 1 neighbor between Jill and Jane, who we will call Jim, we see that Jim has 6
neighbors as well.

Counting all of Joe’s n = 2 neighbors contributed by Jill, Jane, and Jim in a

counterclockwise fashion, starting at Jane’s most southeastern neighbor, we number:

Figure 22: Excerpt from (n = 2, N = 17) Diagram, Numbered to 7
Since Jill, Jane, and Jim were each supposed to contribute 3 neighbors to Joe’s n = 2 ring, and they only
gave an aggregate 7, there is certainly some overlap that occurs. We quick see that Player 3 belongs to
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both Jane and Jim’s n = 1 neighborhoods, and Player 5 belongs to those of Jim and Jill. Therefore, if all
of Joe’s n = 1 neighbors—like Jill, Jane and Jim—have 6 neighbors of their own, every other player in
Joe’s n = 2 ring will be counted twice, when identified through our original method. As such, all of Joe’s
n = 1 neighbors will contribute 2 unique neighbors to Joe’s n = 2 ring. In Jim’s case, his neighboring
Player 4 is completely unique, but each of neighboring Players 3 and 5 are shared, and therefore double
counted; Joe will contribute [1+2(1/2)] = 2 unique neighbors to Joe’s n = 2 ring. Finally, we can show
that if Joe’s n = 1 neighbors all have 6 neighbors of their own, his n = 2 ring will have 2*6 = 12 members,
instead of 3*6 = 18. An example of this situation is shown in the (n = 2, N = 18) case in Figure 15.
Unfortunately, as in the (n = 2, N = 17) diagram, not all of Joe’s n = 1 neighbors have 6 neighbors of their
own; in fact, Joe’s southern most neighbor, who we will call Jeff, has only 5 neighbors, as Jeff is the
cardinal node. Let us finish numbering Joe’s n = 2 ring.

Figure 23: Excerpt from (n = 2, N = 17) Diagram, Numbered to 11

In this example, Joe’s n = 2 ring has only 11 members, when we expect it to have 12. As postulated, this
is due to Joe’s distance from the cardinal node, and we can now see why. One of Joe’s neighbors, Jeff, is
actually at the cardinal node itself, and instead of having 3 of his neighbors on Joe’s n = 2 ring, he only
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has 2. These two neighbors are Players 9 and 10. Jeff does not contribute a completely unique player to
Joe’s outer ring at all, and instead has 2 neighbors that are each counted twice. Therefore, Jeff contributes
2*(1/2) = 1 player to Joe’s n = 2 neighborhood, which we know numbers 11. With our double counting
mechanism, we can now see intuitively see why this occurs; Players 2, 4, 6, 8 and 11 are counted once,
and Players 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 10 are counted twice: 5 + (6*2)(1/2) = 11.
Furthermore, we can make our final conjecture about the effect of the center player’s proximity to a
cardinal node, as a general formula for computing N. The equation can be written as:

⎛ Xt +1
⎞
⎜
N = 6∑ i − ∑ ⎜ ∑ ( j −1)⎟⎟ ,
i=1
CN =1⎝ j =1
⎠
n

t

where each of t cardinal nodes is in our center player’s nt = (n - Xt) neighborhood. Therefore, given n = 4

€

and f = 4, two cardinal nodes in our CP’s nt = 4 - 0 = 4 neighborhood, one in the nt = 4 - 1 = 3
neighborhood, and one in the nt = 4 - 3 = 1 neighborhood, our total number of neighbors N can be
computed as:
N = 6(1 + 2 + 3 + 4) - (0)t=1 - (0)t=2 - (1)t=3 - (1 + 2 + 3)t=4 = 53 neighbors.
In addition, we note that if our center player is in fact the cardinal node, one of the cardinal nodes will be
in his or her nt = 0 neighborhood, such that n = X. Given such a case, as in the (n = 2, N = 15)
neighborhood in Figure 11, our N can be computed as:
N = 6(1 + 2) - (1 + 2) = 15,
which is the same as the number we initially counted. Lastly, because we choose to make n ≤ f, such that
the global reach of our neighborhoods is realistic, the maximum number of cardinal nodes that can be in a
neighborhood is 6; the center player will be at the cardinal node, and the 5 adjacent cardinal nodes will be
on his or her outer, n = f ring.
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Although the explanation for how to compute N is long, the implications are very simple: neighborhood
sizes vary, which makes our model more authentic. In the real world, few neighborhood sizes will be the
same. Even in groups with identical population, one’s “social reach” is not guaranteed to be the identical.
Perhaps, in a large high school, an individual will have contact with (and will therefore be able to imitate)
all of his 4,000 classmates; however, in an online university with the same number of people, students
will not be able to imitate their peers, as far less in-person interaction and observation takes place. In
contrast with the neighborhood models in Altruists, Egoists, and Hooligans in a Local Interaction Model
and Cooperation, Mimesis and Local Interaction, two neighborhoods of size n on a dome of frequency f
can be of different size. Again, we feel this natural variation to make our model more representative of
the real world.
Lastly, we note that the formula for N did not actually depend on f at all. The dome frequency simply
serves to place an upper bound our neighborhood sizes, and helps to compute the total number of world
players, which is shown in the next section.

How the Game Works

Now that the neighborhood sizes, update rates, and geodesic geometry have been explained, we are ready
to show how the game actually works. To do this, we first define the basic input and output parameters,
as listed in the introduction: the players, actions, payoffs, strategies, learning rule, update rate, and
neighborhood size. We then use these definitions to piece together actual game play.
Players:
The players in the game are either altruists or egoists, where %Altruism + %Egoism = 1. The initial
percentage of altruists, and therefore egoists, is defined by the user.
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Actions:
One’s actions are defined by what type of player they are. The altruist acts altruistically, and the egoist
acts egotistically. Actions relate to the payoff one receives.
Payoffs:
The payoff function in our model is built off of that from Altruists, Egoists, and Hooligans in a Local
Interaction Model and Cooperation, Mimesis and Local Interaction, and is derived from the basic
prisoner’s dilemma game. At every iteration, the player at the center of each neighborhood plays a
prisoner’s dilemma game with each of his or her neighbors, individually. These games are considered
2x2 games, as only 2 players are involved, and the payoff matrix is shown in Table 11.

Player B
Altruist

Egoist

Player A: 1-(C/N)

Player A: -(C/N)

Player B: 1-(C/N)

Player B: 1

Player A: 1

Player A: 0

Player B: -(C/N)

Player B: 0

Altruist
Player A
Egoist

Table 11: Payoff Matrix for 2x2 Prisoner’s Dilemma Game

We assume that Player A is the player at the center of a neighborhood, and Player B is one of his or her
neighbors. From the table, we see that when a player is an altruist, he or she always pays the fractional
cost of altruism -(C/N), where C is the true cost of altruism, and N is the number of players in Player A’s
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neighborhood. In addition, we see that the neighbor of an altruist always receives a payment of 1.
Therefore, when both Players A and B are altruists, their respective payoffs are 1-(C/N) and 1-(C/N),
since they each receive a payment of 1 from being the neighbor of an altruist, as well as pay the cost of
altruism -(C/N) themselves. When both Players A and B are egoists, their respective payoffs are 0 and 0,
since neither benefits from being the neighbor of an altruist, and neither pays the cost of altruism.
Furthermore, we see that

Payoff(Egoist|Altruist) > Payoff(Altruist|Altruist) > Payoff(Egoist|Egoist) > Payoff(Altruist|Egoist),
since
1 > 1-(C/N) > 0 > -(C/N);

the Prisoner’s Dilemma is maintained.
At every iteration, these individual games are played with every center-of-neighborhood player and his or
her respective neighbors, such that every player in the world is given a new score.
Strategies:
All players in this game, as in the real world, are trying to attain the highest score, and the strategy they
choose is the one that best accomplishes this goal. The players can choose to be altruists or egoists.
Again, this choice is based on imitation of cumulative average by strategy type, for both local and global
learning. In the event of a tie, for both local and global update, the player keeps his or her current
strategy.
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Learning Rule:
Player learning is based on cumulative payoff by strategy type, computed by:
A
t

∑

E

∑ IterationPayoff

t

j =0

∑

A

i=0

and

t

∑ IterationPayoff
j =0

E

i=0

t

For local learning, A is equal to the total number of altruists in one’s neighborhood, and E is equal to the

€

€

total number of egoists. The center player is included in these tallies. This player then adopts the strategy
yielding the higher cumulative average payoff. For global updates, A is equal to the total number of
altruists in the world, and E is equal to the total number of egoists. Again, our player in question is
included. This player then adopts the strategy yielding the higher cumulative average payoff. If these
averages are equal, the player will retain his or her current strategy.
Update Rate:
The user inputs a (min, max, α, β) for each of local and global update rates. The minimum dictates the
number of iterations one must wait between consecutive updates, the maximum dictates the number of
iterations before which one must update, and α and β govern the shape of the beta distribution. After a
player updates, either locally or globally, their “iterations since last update counter” is reset to 0.
Neighborhood Size:
The user defines the neighborhood size n, where n ≤ f. For each n, there are a finite number of possible
total neighbors in one’s neighborhood, given by N.
Now that the inputs and outputs have been defined, we walk through a few iterations of a basic game. For
simplicity, we set f = 0, n = 1, C = 1, and %Altruists = 0.5. Our game will have 12 players, since f = 0,
and will therefore begin with 6 altruists and 6 egoists, as %Altruists = 0.5. All players will have 5
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neighbors, since all are at cardinal nodes and n = 1. Our initial world is shown in Figure 24 below, with
altruists in blue, and egoists in red. An example egoist is highlighted in red.

Figure 24: Example Game, Iteration 0, with an Example Egoist Highlighted
In our example game, at iteration 0, we see 6 egoists, and 6 altruists. The first step in game play is to
compute scores. Since our example node has 3 altruist and 2 egoist neighbors, he or she will incur 3
(Altruist|Altruist) payoffs and 2 (Altruist|Egoist) payoffs. Therefore, his or her combined score will be:
3*[1-(C/5)]+2*[-(C/5)] = 3 - C.
We quickly see that the center-of-neighborhood player’s score is simply a linear combination of all
individual games that he or she plays with his or her neighbors, which can be practically expressed as:
(Number of Altruist Neighbors)*(1), for an egoist, and (Number of Altruist Neighbors)*(1) - C, for an
altruist.
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While these payoffs may seem to hint at a social game structure, this is not the case; every center-ofneighborhood score is simply a linear combination of the individual 2x2 Prisoner’s Dilemma that he or
she plays with neighbors.
Once scores have been computed, the entire world checks for updates. Each player essentially “rolls the
dice” to determine whether he or she will update, for both local and global learning, with the actual
percentage of update for that iteration dictated by the respective beta distribution. If a player does update,
his or her strategy change occurs just before the next iteration begins. Once more, we note that a strategy
change does not necessarily imply that the player has adopted a different strategy; an altruist will
“update” to altruism when (Cumulative Average by Strategy Type)Altruist > (Cumulative Average by
Strategy Type)Egoist.
On iteration 1, scores are again computed, and each player’s score is averaged with the previous. Next,
the players “roll” for update, and we move on to iteration 2.
The game itself is very simple, and only ever terminates when the world converges to all altruists, or all
egoists. Once the game is in a state of unanimity, it can never leave; this is an absorbing state. In the
Analysis section, we explore several states that the game can attain.
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Verification and Validation

Before the model could be analyzed, we had to verify and validate its accuracy. As with any engineering
or mathematical system, this was a tedious and exhaustive task. Nonetheless, verification and validation
is very important, and many adjustments were made to the game throughout this process.
First, we verified the payoff function. To do this, we simply drew sample neighborhoods by hand,
randomly picked an initial distribution of altruists and egoists, chose a cost C, and started to assign scores.
Immediately, we saw that the payoff function in our model was incorrect, and needed to be modified.
The changes were quickly made.
The next objective of verification was the update rate. Initially, the code contained uniform local and
global update probabilities on a set interval, which we felt mildly unrealistic; uniform rates would allow
players to update more than once in this interval, as well as make it possible for players to not update at
all. The model must reflect genuine human tendency, so a more realistic update mechanism needed to be
introduced.

Eventually, we implemented our beta distribution, which allowed us to input both a

minimum number of iterations since last update, to ensure players wait a non-zero amount of time to
update since their last, and a maximum number of iterations in which to update, to ensure players always
update during the specified interval. This mechanism was felt to be most authentic, and was built into the
model during the verification and validation process.
The third point of verification was the learning rule. When running the 12-player simulation, the system
always converges to all altruists, or all egoists. Several manual simulations were run, in attempt to
replicate these results. Strategy updates were in fact logical, and this part of the model was considered
verified.
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The fourth task was to verify the total number of unique players in the world given a user-specified dome
frequency f. Several games were run for different frequency worlds, and the total numbers of nodes as
generated by our model were compared to manual computations of the same figures. All scenarios
matched. In addition, the following equation was crafted during this process:

⎛ f +1
⎞
Total Nodes = ⎜20∑ f − i + 2⎟ − 30( f −1) − 48 .
⎝ i=1
⎠
Note that the parenthesized term represent the comprehensive set of initial node names, as generated in

€

Figure 9, and the rest of the equation eliminates the overlap, as shown in Table 9.
The last points of verification and validation were the neighborhood sizes N for different values of n.
Numerous neighborhoods were drawn for varying n, the total numbers of neighbors computed manually,
and the results compared to our algorithm for N. This process was repeated until we were confident in
this algorithm.
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Analysis

With any engineering or mathematical model, we are first interested in scoping the parameter
space. In our game, the three most dynamic parameters are cost C, neighborhood size n, and
local and global update rates. We wish to gauge the effects of these inputs on the system’s
behavior, which is most generally characterized by how %Altruism changes over time. We note
that %Altruism at a given iteration also dictates %Egoism, as %Altruism + %Egoism = 1.

In the two papers upon which this study is founded, Altruists, Egoists, and Hooligans in a Local
Interaction Model and Cooperation, Mimesis and Local Interaction, a combined five possible
long-term behavioral states were observed. We reiterate that imitation in these papers is strictly
local, and for the following assumptions, all players are assumed to update at every iteration. The
titles of these papers will be abbreviated as Altruists and Cooperation, respectively, for further
reference. Findings were as follows.

1. All players become altruists. This is an absorbing state, since cumulative local and global
egoist averages are non-existent, and therefore cannot be imitated.

2. All players become egoists. This is also an absorbing state.

3. A steady pair of egoists. All players less two adjacent egoists maintain altruism, shown here:

aaaaaEEaaaaa
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Each egoist has one egoist neighbor, receiving a score of 1, and one altruist neighbor, receiving 1C. The egoists will never change their strategy in this situation.

4. A “blinker” case: a two-state cycle in which egoism spreads from a single player to his or her
adjacent neighbors, creating a string of three egoists. The first state is given as:

aaaaaEaaaaa

The egoist enjoys the highest possible score of 2, while each of his or her altruist neighbors
receive a score of 1-C. If both neighbors update simultaneously, they will each imitate the egoist,
giving the second state:

aaaaEEEaaaa

Now, our central egoist receives a score of 0, and at the next update, his or her adjacent neighbors
will imitate their respective altruist neighbors, each receiving a score of 1-C, and revert back to
altruism. The system returns to the first state, and the cycle continues forever.

5. Isolated strings of egoists. These strings could be in the form of pairs, as in Finding 3, or
blinkers, as in Finding 4. The blinkers will still oscillate between the two states, and the pairs
will remain stable. An example of two cyclical states of this type can be given as:

aaaEaaaaaEEaaaaaEaaa

aaEEEaaaaEEaaaaEEEaa
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Lastly, the latter paper mentions that when all players update at every iteration with a probability
less than 1, as opposed to being exactly 1, all five cases are still observable. However, the
“blinker” Finding 4 is no longer an absorbing set, as it assumes that each of the central egoist’s
neighbors always update simultaneously. Therefore, this situation will eventually shift to all
altruism, noted in Finding 1.

For our model, we assess the impact of cost, neighborhood size, and player update on system
behavior. In addition, we aim to see if our model is capable of replicating the findings described
above, given that changes have been made to neighborhood structure, the learning rule, and
update rates.

The first area of our analysis is cost, and its effect on %Altruism. Permissible values of cost are
in fact finite, as they must satisfy our prisoner’s dilemma inequality, again given by:

1 > 1-(C/N) > 0 > -(C/N)

Therefore, C/N is bound by 0 < C/N < 1; C must be strictly greater than 0, and less than N. In
addition, we note that a given value of neighborhood size n will produce a range of possible
values of N. For example, an n = 3 world will contain neighborhood sizes ranging from N = 30
to N = 36, where N is always an integer. If we pick C = 33 for this specific game, the prisoner’s
dilemma is in fact satisfied for some neighborhoods, but not for others. This creates a sort of
hybridized payoff structure, which we do not wish to consider. As such, C is in fact bound above
by Nmin for a given neighborhood size n, such that the dilemma is always satisfied.

Since permissible values of C are dictated by neighborhood size n, we quickly see that cost is a
very relative parameter. For example, a cost of C = 3 is much more influential in an n = 1
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neighborhood, where one can benefit from at most 6 neighboring altruists, and therefore receive a
maximum score of 6 - 3 = 3, than in an n = 4 neighborhood, where one can have at most 60
neighboring altruists, and therefore receive a maximum score of 60 - 3 = 57. As such, we analyze
the impact of cost on system behavior in conjunction with n.

The following graphs will each show %Altruism vs. Number of Iterations, or time, for 30
individual runs of identical parameters. Each color in the graph represents 1 of these 30 runs.
For each neighborhood size, we run several tests with varying cost, where C is spaced out over
the permissible interval (0, Nmin). Our goal is to observe general model behavior for a given set of
(n, C), as well as long-term system states. All trials were run for 5,000 iterations, as this was
deemed to be sufficiently “long-term” after general experimentation with the model.

All runs examined in this section will be for a dome of frequency f = 8, yielding 642 individual
nodes, with a starting distribution of 50% altruism and 50% egoism. In addition, we set our
update rates to the default settings of (min, max, α, β)local = (5, 20, 2, 2), and (min, max, α, β)global
= (25, 100, 2, 2). Lastly, we reiterate that our updated learning rule is based upon cumulative
average by strategy type.

The first set of trials run will be for n = 1 neighborhoods, with a varying set of costs C. These
costs will be integer values greater that 0, and less than our minimum neighborhood size Nmin.
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n=1

n = 1, C = 1:

Figure 25: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 1, C = 1

n = 1, C = 2:

Figure 26: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 1, C = 2
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n = 1, C = 3:

Figure 27: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 1, C = 3

n = 1, C = 4:

Figure 28: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 1, C = 4
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Again, an (n = 1, C = 5) case is not permissible, as this violates the prisoner’s dilemma inequality
for some neighborhoods. Specifically, these neighborhoods are those of the 12 cardinal nodes,
who will always have Nmin neighbors for a given n.

From the graphs above, we can readily see that Findings 1 and 2 observed in Altruists and
Cooperation—convergence to all altruism and egoism, respectively—occur in our game as well.
We expect that when C is lower, the system will trend towards altruism as, quite literally, the
“cost of altruism” is small; altruism is an enticing strategy. Conversely, when C is high, altruism
becomes a more “costly” and therefore less attractive option, and we expect the system to trend
towards egoism.

In the first graph, all cases appear to converge rather quickly to altruism. We are careful not to
say that these cases converge absolutely, since some may very well be “blinking” after 5,000
iterations. This behavior is difficult to recognize upon a quick glance at the graph. In the second,
(n = 1, C = 2) case, we see that some runs trend towards altruism, with significantly more initial
erraticism than in the first case, and others converge immediately to egoism. The latter is clear
from the graph. When C = 3, many runs immediately drop to egoism, as expected, but several
oscillate wildly about the space. When C = 4, the same thing is observed, with even more runs
oscillating wildly, which is certainly contrary to intuition. This behavior does not appear to be
convergent, and cannot quite be classified as stable “quasi-equilibrium,” as the movement seems
too erratic. For now, we refer to this behavior as “Crazy.”

To further dissect the behavior of these n = 1 cases, we examine a more detailed output for each
case, and distribute the respective runs into four behavioral categories: Convergent to Altruism,
Convergent to Egoism, Blinking, and Crazy.

For now, Blinking runs will be those where

%Altruism closely approaches but does not reach 1.00 after 5,000 iterations.
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Trend
Convergent to

Convergent to

Altruism

Egoism

Case

Total
Blinking

n = 1, C = 1

28

n = 1, C = 2

11

16

Crazy

2

30

3

30

n = 1, C = 3

26

4

30

n = 1, C = 4

17

13

30

Table 12: Behavioral Distribution for n = 1 Cases

From the table, we first see that there is significant number of the first two behavioral cases found
in Altruists and Cooperation: convergence to altruism and convergence to egoism are observable,
absorbing states. In addition, these behaviors are very intuitive for certain parameter sets, and
their absorption even more so, as our learning rule does not allow for the opposite strategy to be
imitated once convergence has occurred.

In addition, we see that both C = 1 and C = 2 cases contain runs still “blinking” at iteration 5,000,
and that the C = 3 and C = 4 cases each contain a non-trivial number of “Crazy” runs. We
examine these runs over a longer time period to learn more about their behavior.
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n = 1, C = 1 Blinker Run:

Figure 29: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 1, C = 1 Blinker Run

From the graph, we can readily see that this run does in fact converge to pure altruism, after 5471
iterations. However, we don’t really gain any new knowledge about the existence of these
blinkers, the dynamic of their sustenance, and why they eventually fade. As such, we filter the
graph for these blinking points, and observe their behavior. We initially estimate that a blinking
system may contain 20 blinking nodes; the graph has therefore been filtered to exclude all points
where %Altruism <

642 − 20
≈ .97 .
642

€
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n = 1, C = 1 Blinker Case, where %Altruism > .97:

Figure 30: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 1, C = 1 Blinker Run, where %Altruism > .97

The real behavior in which we are interested is semi-stable oscillatory blinking behavior, which
mimics that observed in Altruists and Cooperation. In this specific run, the oscillation can never
be fully stable, as the system does eventually converge after 5471 iterations. From the graph, we
observe that oscillation does appear to occur, commencing around iteration 1180 (of Figure 29,
where all %Altruist values are graphed). This point is shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Entering Blinker State for n = 1, C = 1 Blinker Case

After this point, at which %Altruism = 0.995327103, the system clearly oscillates between three
states before converging to 1. These states are:

€

€

€

1) %Altruism <

642 −1
= 0.998442368 , in which 1 egoist exists.
642

2) %Altruism <

642 − 2
= 0.996884735 , in which 2 egoists exist.
642

3) %Altruism <

642 − 3
= 0.995327103 , in which the original 3 egoists exist.
642

Next, if we examine the visual simulation of the system, we can actually observe these 3
oscillating states, and identify the orientation of the blinking egoists themselves.
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State 3, where %Altruists = 0.995327103:

Figure 32: n = 1, C = 1 Blinker Run, State 1

State 2, where %Altruists = 0.996884735:

Figure 33: n = 1, C = 1 Blinker Run, State 2
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State 1, where %Altruists = .998442368:

Figure 34: n = 1, C = 1 Blinker Run, State 1

Now that we have observed what is happening in this blinker run, we must examine how. In fact,
while the system does first enter this 3-state cycle at iteration 1180, the blinking triangle as
observed above does not appear until iteration 1197. Regardless, we begin our analysis at
iteration 1220, as captured in Figure 32. Here, we see our 3 lone egoists: we will call the rightmost egoist A, the left-most egoist B, and the top-most egoist C. At this iteration, each player’s
respective learning statistics are as follows:
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State 3

Player

Period

Avg.

N Cum.

N Cum.

W Avg.

W Avg.

Pay

Pay

Avg. Alt.

Avg. Ego.

Cum. Alt.

Cum. Ego.

Strategy

Since

Since

Local

Global

Update

Update

A

Egoist

4

3.67404

3.24529

3.62681

4.51999

3.62681

6

38

B

Egoist

4

3.66066

3.23443

3.6265

4.51963

3.6265

5

18

C

Egoist

4

3.54508

3.34713

3.6265

4.51963

3.6265

12

45

Table 13: Iteration 1220 Detailed Output, State 1

In this table, we find each egoist’s respective parameters for learning at this iteration. Each of A,
B, and C have 2 egoists in their local, n = 1 neighborhood, where Egoist A is neighbors with B
and C, Egoist B is neighbors with A and C, and Egoist C is neighbors with A and B. Each will
have a period pay of (4*1 + 2*0) = 4. Next, we see Average Pay, defined by the sum of each
egoist’s period pays at each iteration divided by the total number of iterations; Neighborhood
Cumulative Average for Altruists (the basis for local learning), defined by the average of the
Average Pays for all altruists in one’s local neighborhood; Neighborhood Cumulative Average
for Egoists, defined similarly, and including each respective egoist in the total; World Cumulative
Average for Altruists (the basis for global learning), defined by the average of the Average Pays
for all altruists in the world, and World Cumulative Average for Egoists, defined similarly, and
including respective egoists. Finally, we have Iterations Since Last Local Update, as well as
Iterations Since Last Global Update. We remind that given (min, max, α, β)local = (5, 20, 2, 2),
and (min, max, α, β) global = (25, 100, 2, 2), the former must be greater than or equal to 5 to permit
update, and the latter must be greater than or equal to 25.
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From the table, we promptly acknowledge that while World Cumulative Average for Altruists is
greater than that of Egoists, as we would intuitively expect, Neighborhood Cumulative Average
for Egoists (in our egoists’ neighborhoods) is greater than that of altruists; this is what keeps
Egoists A, B and C from changing to or retaining egoism upon a local update.

The next time one of our egoists updates is actually at the end of this iteration, in which egoist A
“switches” from egoism to egoism. Again, we can clearly see why this player was permitted to
update, and subsequently retained his or her egoist disposition: Iterations Since Last Local Update
= 6 > 5, and Neighborhood Cumulative Average for Egoists is greater than that of altruists.

The system stays in State 3 until Egoist A performs an update, at iteration 1227. This player’s
detailed output for this iteration, as well as iteration 1228, is shown in Table 14.

State 2

Player

Iteration

Period

Avg.

Pay

Pay

Strategy

N Cum.

N Cum.

W Avg.

W Avg.

Since

Since

Avg.

Avg.

Cum.

Cum.

Local

Global

Alt.

Ego.

Alt.

Ego.

Update

Update

1227

Egoist

4

3.67563

3.24654

3.62863

4.52216

3.62863

6

45

1228

Altruist

3

3.67508

3.33306

3.60627

4.5212

3.60627

7

0

A

Table 14: Iterations 1227 and 1228 Detailed Output, State 2

This time, we see a global update, permissible because Iterations Since Last Global Update = 45
> 25, which prompts player A to become an altruist. This strategy change is performed because
World Cumulative Average for Altruists = 4.52216 > World Cumulative Average for Egoists =
3.62863.
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This triangular oscillation continues until iteration 5471 when, with the system in State 3, our
lone egoist B updates globally to altruism: the system has finally converged, and the blinking
ceases. In fact, from the time the system enters this 3-state cycle at iteration 1197 until its
eventual cessation at 5471, all updates to altruism are global, and all revert back to egoism is
local. Given that Neighborhood Cumulative Average for Egoism > Neighborhood Cumulative
Average for Altruism at the beginning of this cycle, this dichotomy is very logical: at every
iteration, the weighted average period pay for egoists trumps that of local altruists—regardless of
the blinking state—ensuring that the latter statistic never trumps the former. In Figures 35-37,
these states are revisited, with the weighted average pays for each strategy type shown below.

State 1:

Figure 35: State 3, Showing Surrounding Altruists

In this figure, we see each of our 3 egoists, with their surrounding n = 1 neighborhoods marked in
green. Each has 2 egoist neighbors, as well as 4 altruist neighbors, respectively, and receives a
score of (4*1+2*0) = 4 at every iteration, until the system changes states.

Of the four

neighboring altruists, two will center neighborhoods of 4 altruists and 2 egoists themselves: these
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two will each receive a pay of (4*1 - 1) = 3 at every subsequent period, respectively, until the
system enters a new state. Finally, the remaining two of these four neighboring altruists will
center neighborhoods of 5 altruists and 1 egoist, and will receive a score of (5*1 - 1) = 4 at every
subsequent period until, once more, the game changes states.

Therefore, the egoists will each contribute a score of 4 to their already-superior local cumulative
average at each period, and the altruists will contribute a weighted average .5*4 + .5*3 = 3.5 < 4
to the altruist cumulative average. The former average will always trump the latter, and our 3
egoists will therefore never locally update to altruism. Conversely, we see in this example that
all global updates were to altruism, as World Cumulative Average for Altruists remained greater
than that of the egoists throughout the blinking window. When a global update occurs, and only
one egoist “switches off” at a given iteration, we move to State 2, shown in Figure 36 below.

State 2:

Figure 36: State 2, Showing Surrounding Altruists
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In this state, each egoist has 5 altruist neighbors, and 1 egoist. Of these 5 altruists, two center
neighborhoods of 4 altruists and 2 egoists, and three center neighborhoods of 5 altruists and 1
egoist. Respectively, these groups will each score 3 and 4, contributing a weighted average of
(.4*3 + .6*4) = 3.6 to the World Cumulative Average for Altruists in each period. Conversely,
our 2 egoists will each score 5 > 3.6, and again, we see that Neighborhood Cumulative Average
for Egoists will never overtake that of altruists: our State 2 blinkers can only fade to altruism
through a global update. Finally, we revisit State 1, shown in Figure 37.

State 1:

Figure 37: State 1, Showing Surrounding Altruists

Our lone egoist is now surrounded by all altruists, each centering neighborhoods of 5 altruists and
1 egoist themselves. Again, the local cumulative egoist average will always dominate that of
altruists, and pure world altruism can only occur if our egoist updates globally. This is perhaps
the most intuitive case, as the lone defector is earning the highest possible score of an n = 1 game,
6, and is most conspicuously profiting from the work of others. Locally, this player has no
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incentive to switch, but globally, this player may update to altruism, given a superior World
Cumulative Average for Altruists. Again, this is the only way to extinguish pure egoism.

In Altruists and Cooperation, we remind that similar blinking cycles were also observed. The
egoists were sustained locally, given superior local egoist scores, and oscillation persisted
forever. In comparison with our system, this finding is intuitive: the systems in each paper did
not allow for global update, and egoism was therefore never eliminated. However, in our model,
it is the global update that enables altruism among blinkers, and in the above example, we
observe total convergence for this very reason. Below, we attempt to show that this convergence
will always occur.

Blinker Proposition
In order to show that blinking systems will eventually and always shift to pure altruism, we must
first make explicit that which is required for a system to be considered to have entered the blinker
cycle.

1. There are 3 remaining egoists in the world, and these egoists are oriented in a triangle, as
shown in Figure 32.

2. Neighborhood Cumulative Average for Egoists must be greater than Neighborhood Cumulative
Average for Altruists. If this were not true, no blinking would be observed as all, as local updates
would not revert our any 3 players back to egoism.

3. World Cumulative Average for Altruists must be greater than World Cumulative Average for
Egoists. If this were not true, global updates would provoke change to egoism, and egoism would
spread throughout the world.
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Next, we compute local and global weighted scores for both egoists and altruists, at each
iteration, in each of blinker States 1-3, and observe if the inequalities in requirements 2 and 3
above can ever be reversed. These scores are shown in Table 15 below.

State
3
2
1

Neighborhood Alt. Avg.
3.5
3.6
4

Neighborhood Ego. Avg.
4
5
6

World Alt. Avg.
4.962
4.966
4.972

World Ego. Avg.
4
5
6

Table 15: Weighted Local and Global Averages for Egoists and Altruists in each of States 1-3

Again, we see that regardless of the state, local egoist scores will always trump those of local
altruists, and the inequality in requirement 2 will always hold true. Conversely, for our 3rd
requirement, it may in fact be possible to tip the balance, since the weighted average of global
egoism is greater than that of global altruism in States 2 and 1: World Cumulative Average for
Egoists may in fact exceed World Cumulative Average for Altruists, if we remain in these two
states long enough. If this were to occur, global updates would result in the emergence of more
egoists, and our blinking system would not converge. Instead, we would exit the cycle entirely,
the world would fluctuate once more, and the game would continue forward.

To explore this possibility, we create a Markovian transition matrix for our system states. First,
we break down each of States 1, 2 and 3 into more explicit states, which we name States 3, 2AB,
2AC, 2B, 1A, 1B, and 1C. In State 2AB, egoists A and B remain egoists, while Egoist C has
switched to altruism; in State 1B, Egoist B remains an egoist, while egoists A and C have
switched to altruism. The rest of the states follow suit. In addition, we add a State 0, in which
the system has converged absolutely.
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For our Markovian matrix, the general probabilities used are as follows.

G represents the

probability of a global update, and L represents the probability of a local update. We remind that
our code first checks for global update, and if none occurs, it checks for local. If a player updates
globally on a given iteration, they cannot update locally as well.

Probability of Global Update = G
Probability of No Global Update = 1 - G
Probability of Local Update = (1 - G)(L)
Probability of No Local Update = (1 - G)(1 - L)

The full transition matrix can be found in Appendix A, where probabilities are written in terms of
variables. We aim to perform this analysis using “best-case” assumptions, or those that allow for
World Cumulative Average for Egoism to overtake World Cumulative Average for Altruism
most quickly and efficiently.

If we show that this reversal is impossible under best-case

conditions, we show that it is impossible under all conditions. Given that a player must locally
update after 20 iterations and must globally update after 100 iterations, we simplify our beta
probabilities with corresponding, best-case uniform probabilities, such that L = 1/20 and G =
1/100; under these conditions, players update as infrequently as allowable, and can therefore
remain in trump States 1 and/or 2 for as long as allowable, giving world egoism the best chance
to beat world altruism. The complete numerical transition matrix is found in Appendix B. We
note that all transitions assume that world altruism is still superior to world egoism, as initially
mandated by requirement 3.

Next, we compute steady-state probabilities for this matrix. We quickly see that as the number of
iterations approaches infinity, the system will always converge to pure altruism. This result is
logical since, at every iteration, we can move from a given State X to State 0 with a non-zero
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probability; the absorbing state will always be reached. This conclusion is important, but again,
we are considering the case where, given an extended stay in States 1 and 2, it may not always be
true.

Third, we manipulate our matrix to give us the number of expected iterations in each of State J,
given an initial State I. This matrix is shown in Table 16.

3.00
2AB
2BC
2AC
1A
1B
1C

3.00
967.25
934.41
934.41
934.41
854.50
854.50
854.50

2AB
188.77
199.23
183.79
183.79
174.88
174.88
168.11

2BC
188.77
183.79
199.23
183.79
168.11
174.88
174.88

2AC
188.77
183.79
183.79
199.23
174.88
168.11
174.88

1A
34.87
35.33
33.96
35.33
41.73
31.70
31.70

1B
34.87
35.33
35.33
33.96
31.70
41.73
31.70

1C
34.87
33.96
35.33
35.33
31.70
31.70
41.73

Table 16: Expected Number of Iterations in State J, given an Initial State I, Until Convergence

Since our blinker cycle must start in State 3, as mandated by requirement 1, we examine the top
row of the matrix. Summing elements horizontally, we obtain the total number of expected
iterations until convergence upon first entering the blinker cycle, equal to 1638.2. Of these
1638.2, 967.25 are expected to be spent in State 3, or 59.04%, 566.31 are expected to be spent in
State 2, or 34.57%, and 104.62 are expected to be spent in State 1, or 6.39%.

Let us further assume that the system enters the blinker cycle after t iterations, and at this time,
World Cumulative Average for Altruists is greater than that of the egoists, by a measure of d,
such that:
WA,t - WE,t = d > 0
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In addition, we state that the following k consecutive iterations will be spent in blinker oscillation,
and we wish to find this k such that the system blinks long enough for world egoism to overtake
world altruism, where we are only in the best-case States 1 and/or 2. Our period pays in each
iteration are expressed as weighted averages, where our State 2 pays will occur

34.57
6.39
= 84.4% of the time, and State 1 pays will occur
= 15.6% of time.
34.57 + 6.39
34.57 + 6.39
The equation showing the difference between World Cumulative Average for Egoists and World

€

Cumulative Average for Altruists, after t+k iterations, is
€ as follows. We aim to solve for k.

WE , t + k − WA, t + k =

€

tWE , t + k[(.844)(5) + (.156)(6)] tWA , t + k[(.844)(4.966) + (.156)(4.972)]
−
>0
t+k
t+k

= (WE, t − WA , t )t + 0.189k
>0
t+k

Given that WA,t - WE,t €
= d, we replace WE,t - WA,t with -d and solve for k, shown below.

k > 5.289dt

Once k has been computed, we€must simply figure out the probability of actually observing a
system that spends k consecutive iterations in States 1 and/or 2. To find this number, we revisit
our initial Markovian transition matrix, and choose the greater, or best-case probability of a State
1 system moving to States 1 or 2, and a State 2 system moving to States 2 or 1: this probability is
0.98854. Finally, raise this value to the kth power to obtain our answer. It is important to note
that k is a function of both d and t, and that each is fixed: we enter the blinking cycle with a given,
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unchanging difference d between World Cumulative Average for Altruists and World Cumulative
Average for Egoists, as well as an iterations-since-start t.

The following table shows different values of .98854k, or .988545.289dt, for varying values of d and
t. Values of d are found on the left, in the interval [0.5, 1], increasing by step size .1, and values
of t are found on top, in the interval [1000, 2000], increasing by step size 200. Intervals were
chosen as such because values of d and t were observed to lie in comparable ranges, respectively,
after general experimentation with the system.

d = 0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

T = 1000
1.65E-13
4.58E-16
1.27E-18
3.53E-21
9.79E-24
2.72E-26

1200
4.58E-16
3.91E-19
3.35E-22
2.86E-25
2.45E-28
2.09E-31

1400
1.27E-18
3.35E-22
8.82E-26
2.32E-29
6.12E-33
1.61E-36

1600
3.53E-21
2.86E-25
2.32E-29
1.89E-33
1.53E-37
1.24E-41

1800
9.79E-24
2.45E-28
6.12E-33
1.53E-37
3.83E-42
9.58E-47

2000
2.72E-26
2.09E-31
1.61E-36
1.24E-41
9.58E-47
7.38E-52

Table 17: Probabilities of Remaining in Blinker States 1 and/or 2 for k Consecutive Iterations

Clearly, all values are extremely close to 0.

However, in order to prove that .988545.289dt

converges zero, we must show that d is bound away from 0 itself, such that dt converges to
infinity. We can certainly say that t approaches infinity, as the game is allowed to enter the
blinking state at any value of t, but unfortunately, we were not able to show that d is bound below
by a positive number. Therefore, we make the strong conjecture that the system will always
converge to pure altruism once the blinker state has been entered, although a formal analytical
proof was not completed.
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The next non-trivial runs we examine are the 3 blinker runs for our (n = 1, C = 2) case. Again,
these runs have been classified as blinkers, for now, because they closely approach but do not
reach convergence to pure altruism after 5,000 iterations. These 3 runs are shown below, now
expanded to 20,000 iterations.

Figure 38: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 1, C = 2 Blinker Run 1
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Figure 39: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 1, C = 2 Blinker Run 2

Figure 40: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 1, C = 2 Blinker Run 3

From the graphs, we see that the first run converges around iteration 5000, the second, iteration
6000, and the third, iteration 20000. In addition, all appear to behave similarly. However, these
%Altruism time series are not necessarily all telling; we show snapshots from the respective
simulations to explore behavior further.
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Blinker Run 1:

Figure 41: n = 1, C = 2 Blinker Run 1 Simulation Snapshot

Blinker Run 2:

Figure 42: n = 1, C = 2 Blinker Run 2 Simulation Snapshot
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Blinker Run 3:

Figure 43: n = 1, C = 2 Blinker Run 3 Simulation Snapshot

In the first picture, we see something resembling a “band” of egoists; in the second, we view what
appear to be isolated, triangular, blinking cycles; in the third, we see a band similar to that in the
first, but more defined. Unfortunately, analytical data for these cases were not obtained either,
but the sustenance of proximate egoists is very likely due to the symmetric support dynamic of
local egoism, as observed in our analysis of the (n = 1, C = 1) blinker. In each run, egoists do in
fact blink on and off, but their arrangement, possible system states, and limiting cases were not
expounded. In addition, each case did in fact converge, a finding likely supported by our Blinker
Proposition. Finally, we note that Blinker 2 in Figure 42 is a loose replication of the 5th finding of
Altruists and Cooperation—isolated groups of egoists—as described at the beginning of this
section.
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Now that we have dissected all blinking runs for n = 1 neighborhoods, we can expand upon those
initially deemed “Crazy.” We observe these runs over a much longer time period, and observe
their behavior. First, the four (n = 1, C = 3) “Crazy” runs are shown, expanded to 50,000
iterations:

Figure 44: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 1, C = 3 “Crazy” Runs

Immediately, we observe that these runs no longer appear erratic, and can possibly even be
characterized as “quasi-stable”; each run still oscillates wildly, but is rather predictably bound by
%Altruism = 0.15 below, %Altruism = 0.8 above, and approximately centered about %Altruism =
0.475. Plotting a histogram of %Altruism for all runs, we obtain more specific data limits and
modes, shown in Figure 45 below.
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Figure 45: Histogram of %Altruism for n = 1, C = 3 “Quasi-Stable” Runs

In fact, these runs all appear to be bi-modal—with means of approximately %Altruism = 0.33 and
%Altruism = 0.65—with the former occurring more frequently than the latter. Both Figures 44
and 45 suggest that each run behaves very similarly, and give every indication of perpetual
oscillation. For now, we will in fact call this type of behavior “quasi-stable,” and will be sure to
examine any run that appears “Crazy” over an extended time period to more accurately gauge its
movement.
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Lastly, we extend the n = 1, C = 4 “Crazy” Runs over the same 50,000 iterations, and see if these
runs can be qualified quasi-stable as well.

Figure 46: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 1, C = 3 “Crazy” Runs

Again, we see similar long-run behavior from runs that we classified as “Crazy” over the shortterm: while highly oscillatory, the movement seems predictable and contained.

Here, the

approximate upper and lower limits extend to .85 and .10, respectively, and the runs are again
centered about %Altruism = 0.475. For a more detailed statistics, we generate a histogram of
%Altruism values for all runs, shown in Figure 47 below.
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Figure 47: Histogram of %Altruism for n = 1, C = 4 “Crazy” Runs

Once more, we see that the data is bi-modal, with modes slightly farther apart than in our (n = 1,
C = 3) quasi-stable runs, as suggested by the comparison between approximate upper and lower
limits in Figures 46 and 44. For now, we merely note this quasi-stable bi-modality as interesting,
and see if future quasi-stable runs behave similarly.

At this point, all n = 1 cases have now been examined, and we are ready to move on to n = 2. So
far, we have reproduced Findings 1 and 2, convergence to pure altruism and egoism respectively,
as observed in Altruists and Cooperation. In addition, we have found empirical data to show the
existence of blinkers, as well as made strong conjecture for the guaranteed convergence of the
basic, isolated, three-state case, which would reproduce Finding 4 as well. Finally, while Finding
5 was not detailed analytically, we note its loose reproduction in the (n = 1, C = 2) Blinker Run 2.
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n=2

For n = 2, we again choose costs that span the interval [1, Nmin = 15). The following runs will
graphs will show the behavior for (n = 2, C = 1), (n = 2, C = 3), (n = 2, C = 5), and (n = 2, C = 10)
cases, observed over 5,000 iterations:

n = 2, C = 1:

Figure 48: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 2, C = 1
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n = 2, C = 3:

Figure 49: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 2, C = 3

n = 2, C = 5:

Figure 50: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 2, C = 5
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n = 2, C = 10:

Figure 51: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 2, C = 10

In these graphs, we see a much more intuitive trend. When C = 1, all 30 runs converge rather
quickly to altruism, with non-zero yet minimal initial oscillation. Again, this is expected, as the
“cost of altruism” is low. We remind that this (n = 2, C = 1) case is fundamentally different from
our (n = 1, C = 1) case, as cost must be viewed relative to neighborhood size; in the former case,
a center altruist pays the cost of C = 1, yet receives a unit of 1 from at most Nmax = 18 altruist
neighbors, while in the latter case, our altruist paying an identical cost can only receive a unit of 1
from at most Nmax = 6 altruist neighbors. In the second graph, we see several cases converging to
altruism, and the rest resolving immediately to pure egoism. The altruist runs seem to display a
similar oscillation to those in the (n = 2, C = 1) case, although this movement appears “stretched”
over a longer time period. In the third graph, all but 3 cases converge immediately to egoism,
with 2 of the outliers appearing quasi-stable, and one eventually reaching pure altruism. Finally,
in the (n = 2, C = 10) case, all runs dive immediately towards egoism. Overall, these charts seem
to confirm our intuition about the effect of cost on system behavior: given Csmall, we expect
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convergence to pure altruism, Clarge, convergence to egoism. Trend tallies for each case are
shown in Table 18 below.

Trend
Convergent to

Convergent to

Altruism

Egoism

Case

Blinking

n = 2, C = 1

30

n = 2, C = 3

9

21

n = 2, C = 5

1

27

Total
Crazy

Quasi-Stable
30

n = 2, C = 10

30
2

30

30
30

Table 18: Behavioral Distribution for n = 2 Cases

The only real runs that need to be expanded are the 2 quasi-stable runs for our (n = 2, C = 5) case,
in order to verify that they do in fact oscillate forever. These runs are shown in Figure 52,
expanded to 20,000 iterations.
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n = 2, C =5 “Quasi-Stable” Runs:

Figure 52: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 2, C = 5 “Quasi-Stable” Runs

Clearly, these runs do in fact remain quasi-stable. In addition, we see that they are roughly bound
below by %Altruism = 0.25, above by %Altruism = 0.70, and centered about %Altruism = 0.475.
It is interesting to note that while these runs are bound by different values of %Altruism than the
(n = 1, C = 4) runs determined to be quasi-stable, both sets are centered about the same line.
Again, we examine the far-more-telling behavioral histogram, shown in Figure 53.
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Figure 53: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 2, C = 5 “Quasi-Stable” Runs

For both runs, the mean is close to our roughly approximated %Altruism = 0.475, however we no
longer see bi-modality. At this point, we continue to note this as merely interesting, and look for
any information in future quasi-stable runs that might support a trend.
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n=3

Next, we examine our n = 3 cases. Again, the costs have been spaced over the interval [1, Nmin =
30).

n =3, C = 1:

Figure 54: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 3, C = 1
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n = 3, C = 5:

Figure 55: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 3, C = 5

n = 3, C = 10:

Figure 56: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 3, C = 10
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Once more, we are loosely shown that when the cost of altruism increases, the frequency of runs
that converge to egoism increases as well. Again, this is very intuitive. In addition, the C = 1
cases appear to exhibit more variation when neighborhood size is increased, evidenced by the
comparison between (n = 1, C = 1), (n = 2, C = 1), and (n = 3, C = 1) cases. The detailed trend
distribution for all cases is shown in Table 19 below, and the histograms of %Altruism for the (n
= 3, C = 1) and (n = 3, C = 5) quasi-stable runs are shown in Figures 57 and 58.

Trend
Convergent to

Convergent to

Altruism

Egoism

Case
n = 3, C = 1

Blinking

Total
Crazy

24

n = 3, C = 5

29

n = 3, C = 10

30

Quasi-Stable
6

30

1

30
30

Table 19: Behavioral Distribution for n = 3 Cases

Figure 57: Histogram of %Altruism for n = 3, C = 1 “Quasi-Stable” Runs
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Figure 58: Histogram of %Altruism for n = 3, C = 5 “Quasi-Stable” Runs

Of all n = 3 cases, some converge to pure altruism, some to pure egoism, and a few attain quasistability. From the former two graphs, we again observe the loose relationship between the cost
of altruism and the occurrence of altruism, and from the latter, we see only one mean—close to
the %Altruism = 0.50 mark—as shown in our %Altruism histograms. In addition, we observe a
weak trend towards more frequent quasi-stability when neighborhood size in increased but cost
held stagnant, strongly evidenced by the comparison between (n = 1, C = 1), (n = 2, C = 1) and (n
= 3, C = 1) cases as shown in Figures 25, 49, and 54, respectively.
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n=4

Lastly, we run tests on n = 4 neighborhoods. This is the final run set we will observe, and the
results will hopefully and finally allow us to make some legitimate conjecture about the
relationship between cost, neighborhood size, and system behavior.

n = 4, C = 1:

Figure 59: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 4, C = 1
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n = 4, C = 5:

Figure 60: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 4, C = 5

n = 4, C = 10:

Figure 61: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 4, C = 10
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The behavioral distribution, as well as histograms for quasi-stable runs, are as follows:

Trend
Convergent to

Convergent to

Altruism

Egoism

4

2

Case
n = 4, C = 1

Blinking

n = 4, C = 5

25

n = 4, C = 10

30

Total
Crazy

1

Quasi-Stable
23

30

5

30
30

Table 20: Behavioral Distribution for n = 4 Cases

Figure 62: Histogram of %Altruism for n = 4, C = 1 “Quasi-Stable” Runs
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Figure 63: Histogram of %Altruism for n = 4 , C = 5 “Quasi-Stable” Runs

The n = 4 cases once more support the relationship between the cost of altruism and existence of
altruists, as well as a trend of increased variability for C = 1 cases as neighborhood size is
increased. Perhaps, we can even qualify the latter trend as applicable to an arbitrary C, given that
the frequency of quasi-stability appears to increase across our C = 5 runs as well. Finally, we
note that our quasi-stable runs are unimodal, and the bi-modality of those in the n = 1 trial is now
the exception.
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Comprehensive Trends

With all neighborhood sizes thoroughly explored, we now look to make specific conjecture about
system trends. In Figure 64, we show a ternary, or unit simplex plot, with a data point for each
individual case. These points are positioned by their respective behavioral distribution—or the
percentage of comprising runs that converged to altruism, egoism, or remained quasi-stable—
with the actual coordinates given by:

⎛ # ConvAlt # ConvEgo # QuasiStable ⎞
,
,
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠
30
30
30
The bottom right corner marks the point (1,0,0), the top, (0,1,0), and the bottom left, (0,0,1). We

€

note that while this plot resembles an icosahedral face of our geodesic dome, the two are not
related in any way.

Figure 64: Ternary Plot of Behavioral Distributions for All Cases
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From the first three n = 1 cases, we see an almost linear relationship between increasing cost, and
increasing trend towards egoism: (n = 1, C = 1) occupies the (1,0,0) corner, (n = 1, C = 2),
roughly (0.5,0.5,0), and (n = 1, C = 3), roughly (0,0.9,1). We note that these three points hug the
“Quasi-Stable = 0” axis closely. Interestingly, the fourth case, (n = 1, C = 4), breaks this trend
entirely, as the point dives to roughly (0,0.5,0.5), instead of to the heavily expected (0,1,0).

For n = 2 cases, the trend is a lot more pronounced, as all cases trend linearly towards pure
egoism as cost is increased. Once more, all data points are found on or very close to the “QuasiStable = 0” axis, with (n = 2, C = 5) being the only case containing any quasi-stable runs
whatsoever.

Next, we examine the n = 3 cases, which seem to exhibit a very similar, and ultimately expected
linear trend. However, we note that these data points have crept away from the “Quasi-Stable =
0” axis, as both (n = 3, C = 1) and (n = 3, C = 5) cases contain quasi-stable runs. In fact, the
connecting line is roughly parallel to that connecting the n = 2 cases.

Lastly, we see our n = 4 runs, which also trend roughly linearly toward egoism with increasing
cost. We quickly note that the line joining these data points hugs not the “Quasi-Stable = 0” axis,
but the “Convergent to Altruism = 0” axis: all three cases contain few or no runs that resolve in
pure altruism. While this line is not geometrically parallel to the former two, it is viewed as
qualitatively parallel, as all three exhibit the same linear trend to egoism as cost is increased.

Overall, if not for the “outlying” (n = 1, C = 4) data point, all cases could be said to behave
similarly. If we re-examine Figures 25-28, we note that the entire n = 1 case-set is slightly
peculiar, as no case uniformly dives to immediate, pure egoism, as observed in n = 2, 3, and 4
analyses. The trend, as verified in the ternary plot in Figure 64, suggests that there exists a
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critical point C0, at which all runs uniformly converge to egoism. Furthermore, it follows that for
even larger values of C, where C0 < C < Nmin, we intuitively expect all runs to make an identical,
uniform, immediate plummet towards total egoism as well. Again, in our n = 1 case-set, a critical
cost C0 is never actually observed, perhaps due to the narrow range of permissible costs. To
further explore this phenomenon, we examine cases of Clarge for n = 2, 3 and 4, where C0 < Clarge =
Nmin - 1 < Nmin. Time series for these cases are shown in Figures 65, 66, and 67.

n = 2, C = 14:

Figure 65: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 2, C = 14
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n = 3, C = 29:

Figure 66: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 3, C = 29

n = 4, C = 49:

Figure 67: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 4, C = 49
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In fact, it seems that for all (n, Clarge) cases, the system attains a roughly identical, completely
counter-intuitive quasi-stability. Presumably, this phenomenon is driven by our learning rule,
imitation by cumulative average of strategy type. Perhaps, an altruist continues to score poorly—
as the cost of altruism is so high—which in turn promotes egoism; however, when this altruist
switches to the more attractive strategy, his or her payoff history is now associated with that of
the egoists, which in turn drives down local and world egoist cumulative averages, and agents
revert back to altruism. From there, the cycle would continue forever. This is but one possibility.

To further explore this supposition, we run a case-set identical to that shown in Figure 64, but
using a learning rule of imitation by period average, instead of cumulative average. With this
learning rule, as first described on page 18, one’s past payoffs are of no effect, as players simply
imitate the strategy type with the highest local or global average in a specific iteration. The
results of this case-set show that every run, in every case, converges to egoism, with little
fluctuation. The only case of mild interest is that of (n = 3, C = 1), which best illustrates the
dynamic of the learning rule used. The time series for this run is shown in Figure 68.

Figure 68: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 3, C = 1, Period Average Learning Rule
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In this picture, we see many runs that do fluctuate, yet eventually make an abrupt dive to pure
egoism. This behavior is very clearly due to the period average learning rule: the state of the
system depends solely on scores in a single iteration, and sudden, drastic shifts are therefore more
likely to occur. In comparison, the cumulative average learning rule contains a “damping”
mechanism, as all period averages are averaged over time: it is far more difficult to markedly
impact local and global strategy scores; sudden shifts are presumably less probable.

Lastly, we note that no blinkers were observed in any case, even though this learning rule is
identical to that used in Altruists and Cooperation.

In summary, results from our cost-neighborhood size analysis are as follows: a reproduction of
Findings 1 and 2 from Altruists and Cooperation, strong conjecture for the reproduction of
Finding 4, and a loose reproduction of Finding 5; a proposition of convergence for blinker cases,
where players can update globally; several cases of perpetual quasi-stability, where %Altruism is
bimodal for such n = 1 cases, and unimodal for n = 2, 3, and 4; a linear trend towards egoism with
a fixed n and increasing cost C; an identical trend towards egoism, but with a shift towards quasistability, with a fixed C and increasing neighborhood size n, and peculiar quasi-stability for cost
Clarge > C0, for all neighborhood sizes n, which is presumably due to our cumulative average by
strategy type learning rule.
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Global Updates Disabled

Of the three changes made to the general model used in Altruists and Cooperation, our
introduction of global updates is perhaps the most distinct, as this allows players to learn in a new
way altogether. With our updated system, we have already evidenced several of the original
findings, with the exception of Finding 3—a group of steady, perpetual egoists. Since global
update appears to have a large impact on our system’s behavior, we have decided to turn off
global updates for the final part of our analysis. Hopefully, this will reproduce Finding 3, and
possibly show new trends entirely.

With global updates disabled, we examine the same case-set as before, and observe general
dynamics. First, we show any new trends that emerged. Figures 69 and 70 below show time
series for (n = 1, C = 1) and (n = 1, C = 2) cases, which each feature a trend that has not yet been
observed.

Figure 69: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 1, C = 1, Global Updates Disabled
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Figure 70: %Altruism vs. # of Iterations for n = 1, C = 2, Global Updates Disabled

While the two cases behave similarly to their global-updates-enabled counterparts, as shown in
Figures 25 and 26, there is one conspicuous difference: many runs approach pure altruism, but
stabilize just before converging. This stabilization is fundamentally different from quasi-stability,
as oscillation is negligent or non-existent. To understand these runs further, we examine several
snapshots of the visual simulation. We start with an example (n = 1, C = 1) run; our first two
snapshots are shown in Figures 71 and 72 below.

Figure 71: n = 1, C = 1 Stable Run Snapshot 1
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Figure 72: n = 1, C = 1 Stable Run Snapshot 2

The snapshots above show two different State 3 blinker triangles on our geodesic dome. When
these triangles form, in relative isolation, the absence of global updates dictates that they will
never extinguish: in each, local cumulative egoist averages are superior, as the systems would
dissolve immediately if not; all updates are therefore to egoism, as there are no global updates to
compel any change to altruism whatsoever. The triangle of egoists will truly exist forever—a
clear cause of some of the stability we have observed. In addition, we say that Finding 3 in
Altruists and Cooperation has now been reproduced approximately: our stable egoists are a
triangularly oriented group of three, instead of an adjacent pair of two.

Furthermore, this

configuration was the only observed to be truly immovable, and the system appears to only enter
it by random chance. Again, if well isolated, the three egoists persist forever.

Next, we show snapshots of the other egoist dynamic observed in this run—the “band” of
egoists—in Figures 73 and 74.
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Figure 73: n = 1, C = 1 Stable Run Snapshot 3

Figure 74: n = 1, C = 1 Stable Run Snapshot 4

In Figure 73, we observe this band, although it is slightly broken in parts. In Figure 74, we see
that the band is more uniform. In the simulation itself, the band is constantly blinking, where a
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set of “backbone” egoists remains largely red, and adjacent players blink on and off. Much later,
after 100,000 and 300,000 iterations, respectively, the system looks as such:

Figure 75: n = 1, C = 1 Stable Run Snapshot 5

Figure 76: n = 1, C = 1 Stable Run Snapshot 6
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From these figures, we readily observe that the once-uniform band has split into two distinct
parts. The two bands in each figure are not identical—indicating continual blinking—but are still
very close in appearance. In addition, there is no empirical reason to believe that these bands will
ever extinguish, evidenced simply by the extensive time period over which they have endured.
However, we do reiterate that these bands are not fully stable—like the State 3 egoist triangles in
Figures 71 and 72—and therefore may very well converge eventually, if they do not resolve into
an egoist triangle themselves. Unfortunately, no analytical data was obtained for the governance
of band dynamics, however it is highly likely that their sustenance is due to the same symmetric
support structure of local egoism explained in our Blinker Proposition.

Apart from the stable runs observed in (n = 1, C = 1) and (n = 1, C = 2), no new trends were
observed. The behavioral distribution for all cases is shown on a ternary plot in Figure 77, where
the stable runs just described are considered to be convergent to altruism, for the purposes of an
effective comparison between the original ternary plot in Figure 64.
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Figure 77: Ternary Plot of Behavioral Distributions for All Cases, with Global Updates Disabled

In this plot, we loosely see both trends observed in Figure 64—a linear move towards egoism
with increasing cost, and a lateral shift towards quasi-stability with increasing neighborhood
size—but with less uniformity. The former trend is definitely observed for n = 1 and n = 2 casesets (with the same Clarge “outlier” for n = 1), but is less apparent in those of n = 3 and n = 4. The
latter trend is also observed, but the linearity between cases of fixed n breaks down for n = 3 and
n = 4 case-sets as well. Overall, while both trends were loosely replicated, the absence of global
updates does not appear to have a well-defined impact on their transformation.

In summary, the most important results of disabling global updates are as follows: the
reproduction of Finding 3, as observed in Altruists and Cooperation; the existence of bands of
blinking egoists—a loose, additional reproduction of Finding 5, and a reinforced notion of the
role of global updates in the convergence of blinker cases. While the trends observed in the
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ternary plot are certainly significant, they don’t make any momentous commentary on the
dynamics of the system.
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Results and Conclusions

The most salient result of our study was the reproduction of all five findings from the papers
Altruists, Egoists, and Hooligans in a Local Interaction Model and Cooperation, Mimesis and
Local Interaction. These findings are as follows: convergence to pure altruism, convergence to
pure egoism, a steady pair of unchanging egoists, the dynamic of perpetually blinking egoists,
and isolated strings of egoists—either steady or blinking. The first two findings are said to be
reproduced absolutely; the third finding was reproduced approximately, as it was a steady group
of three, triangularly oriented egoists observed, instead of a pair of two; the fourth finding is also
said to be reproduced approximately, as the blinker case in our system did not oscillate forever,
due explicitly to our global update mechanism; lastly, the fifth finding is said to be reproduced
approximately as well, as the strings of egoists we observed were far more complex than those in
Altruists and Cooperation. In addition to these findings, we provide strong conjecture for the
convergence of the basic blinker case, in which global updates are enabled, as well as explore the
symmetric support dynamic of local egoism that sustains these cases. Furthermore, we propose
that this same dynamic very likely supports all isolated sub-systems that appear to be blinking.
Finally, we observe quasi-stabile runs, a linear progression towards egoism with a fixed
neighborhood size n and increasing cost C, and a lateral shift towards quasi-stability with a fixed
C and increasing n.

From the findings above, several conclusions can be made. First, it is readily apparent that the
dynamics of similar local interaction models are rather similar themselves: while our game was
built upon a geodesic dome, we obtained an almost identical collection of results to those
produced in Altruists and Cooperation, where a one-dimensional, circular geometry was used.
For future work, researchers can take comfort in this fact, as the hopefully more complex shape
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used will be unlikely to compromise the integrity of results.

In addition, our findings

demonstrate one of several effects of global learning: in cases of small pockets of renegade
agents, the global update eventually drives the system to convergence. We certainly note the
authenticity of this mechanism, as real-world players can quickly and easily learn from those
across the continents, with something as simple as a Google search. As such, the parallel may
simply be that global learning makes winning strategies more visible, given the hyper-connect of
our society. Perhaps, this learning drives optimal action—or even a more abstract concept of
human truth—to the “top” instead?

In any event, we reiterate that learning globally is an

imperative mechanism for modeling human interaction, and we take the results of its
implementation for what they are. Lastly, our findings above largely reinforce intuition about
prisoner’s dilemma games: a small cost of altruism will promote altruism, and a large cost of
altruism will promote egoism. In many situations, real-world players are aware of these costs,
whether consciously or unconsciously, and act accordingly. Our model replicates this dynamic.

The final conclusions we make about our system are in regard to the three initial changes we
made to the model in Altruists and Cooperation: the implementation of a geodesic dome, betaprobabilistic player updates, and local and global learning by cumulative average of strategy type.
For the first two changes, we simply reiterate their authenticity, and recommend similar usage in
future studies: the geodesic dome is an excellent approximation of world shape, and betaprobabilistic updates best replicate how real-world agents learn; the distributions ensure a
minimum time before subsequent updates—as players would rarely change strategies more than
once in a short period of time—as well as a maximum time before which one must update, as it
would be unrealistic for a player to never update, which would in fact be possible if uniform
distributions were used.
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For the third change, learning by cumulative average of strategy type, our conclusions are a bit
more involved. First, we say that while we strongly feel this rule to be authentic, it comes with an
inherent paradox: when imitated, a player’s current strategy is viewed in conjunction with their
historical success, and past achievement may therefore not be tied to this strategy whatsoever.
For example, you may observe your altruist neighbor with a big house, red car and shiny shoes,
and decide to imitate. However, this player may have obtained their fortune and glamour through
a lifetime of egoism, and has only recently switched to altruism. In the real world, we do not
observe historical action diligently, and therefore trust that current, cumulative payoff is tied to a
lifetime of good decisions: this is why our learning rule was chosen. Unfortunately, there is no
guarantee that current altruism is indeed superior, and we are left with a qualitative
“disassociation” between lifetime yield and current action.

We expect this might lead to

confusion in our system, or behavior that contradicts intuition.

In fact, the quasi-stable cases we have observed are likely caused by this disassociation. Quasistability is first observed in the (n = 1, C = 3) case of our original set, a situation in which cost is
high relative to the minimum neighborhood size Nmin = 5. As such, altruists would initially
receive a very low score, possibly even negative, and would then make a switch to egoism. These
altruist scores would then be incorporated into local and global egoist averages, “confusing”
agents into linking these unattractive payoffs with egoism itself. From there, players would
revert, and the oscillation would persist. In addition, this dynamic may also explain the quasistability in cases of (n, Clarge = Nmin - 1), which fully defies expectation, as cases of identical n and
a given C < Clarge dive immediately to egoism. Furthermore, we consider quasi-stable runs in
cases where C is very small relative to n, as in (n = 3, C = 1) and (n = 4, C = 1) sets. In these
cases, intuition urges that all immediately jump to pure altruism, since C << Nmin. Of course, this
does not happen. Perhaps, the quasi-stable behavior is also driven by disassociation, but in a
slightly different way: since players have so many local neighbors, and therefore so many
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prospects for imitation, agents often chance into mimicking one playing a recently adopted
strategy, that is not responsible for their historical success.

As the game progresses, the

disassociation between strategy and cumulative pay becomes more widespread, and imitation
becomes a nebulous prescription of life. With so many neighbors from which to learn, the chance
of adopting an “unpure” strategy becomes all but certain, and the quasi-stability is perpetuated.
Again, this is but one supposition. Finally, the speed with which convergent runs jump to pure
altruism or egoism can be said to support our conjecture, as these instances did not oscillate long
enough for widespread disassociation to occur, and for quasi-stability to therefore ensue. While
logical, our suppositions will merely be recommended as a subject for future work.

Lastly, we make some basic parallel commentary between the findings of our model, what they
may say about the real world, and the future ahead. The first point of suggestion comes from the
simple fact that for a given set of inputs, behaviors are not always uniform: while the distribution
may be known or predicted, outcome is always driven by chance. The very reality of human
existence is profoundly unlikely, and the happening of today, tomorrow, and infinity is governed
by probability just the same. As far as we know, discrete time steps can only unfold in one way,
and in a philosophical sense, distributed expectations are entirely irrelevant. History only has one
chance, as chance leaves but one history. Next, we comment on the convergent command of
global update—the “center-staging” of optimal strategy. In a world of internet, global learning is
less difficult and more frequent than ever; in theory, this would drive players to converge to
quickly as well, as observed in our original blinker case. It is clear that this convergence has not
yet happened in the real world, as agents are clearly playing a vast mix of strategies. Perhaps, our
world is still in an intermediate step, and global learning will in fact drive the system to
convergence in the future. The final point of mention is the purported disassociation we have
observed in the model. If our learning rule is in fact authentic, real world imitation is inherently
confused. The philosopher may argue that this confusion is expected, and try to uproot general
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utility principles of mathematics in general, with questions like: What is an attractive payoff?
Why do we strive for the biggest house, the reddest car, the shiniest shoes? What is real
altruism—real egoism? Clearly, real world players make many assumptions about their actions
and payoffs, which are generally a reality of their environment. If humans truly understood the
impact of carbon emission, would owning a yellow Hummer be more desirable than riding a
bike? Would flying private be considered luxurious, or an inefficient, humiliating last resort? It
is very possible that assumptions about payoffs evolve over time, which would only support a
prediction of real world disassociation, and subsequent quasi-stability. Furthermore, the quasistability observed in cases of (n, C << Nmin) can be related to, and supported by, the ubiquity of
social networks like Twitter and Facebook. These mediums make our local “neighborhoods” far
bigger, and the disassociation between optimal strategy and optimal pay more common, as we
have shown. Again, the above is merely supposition, and should be considered in future work.

In summary, this study has successfully reproduced, or approximately reproduced, all five
findings in the papers Altruists, Egoists, and Hooligans in a Local Interaction Model and
Cooperation, Mimesis and Local Interaction. In addition, substantial conjecture was generated
for the guaranteed convergence of the basic blinker case, the general symmetric support structure
for all blinking cases was explored, and two trends were observed for cases of varying
neighborhood size n and cost C. Finally, we once more reiterate the changes made to the original
model—a geodesic geometry, beta-probabilistic player updates, and local and global learning by
cumulative average of strategy type—which we believe to boost the substance of our results.
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Future Work

For future study, we first recommend that researchers find analytical evidence to prove our
Blinker Proposition. If d is able to be bounded below by a positive, non-zero integer, the
proceeding work should be trivial. However, ensuring this lower bound may present a significant
challenge, given the complex dynamics of our system.

In addition, we urge researchers to continue to explore the parameter space. First, cost and
neighborhood size experimentation should be more exhaustive, such that C values are more
numerous and evenly spaced about the interval [1, Nmin). Non-integer C values can also be
considered. Second, we recommend that beta update parameters be varied, including minimum
time between subsequent update, maximum time before which update is required, and the α and β
values that govern the shapes of the distributions themselves. These parameters can be varied for
both local and global learning. Also, each mechanism can be disabled entirely, as was briefly
done with the latter in this study. Third, researchers can vary the initial percentage of world
altruism which, while fixed at 50% for the entirety of our work, is permitted to take any value on
the (0, 100) interval. Fourth, all learning rules can be explored, including Iteration Payoff by
Individual, Iteration Average by Strategy Type, Cumulative Payoff by Individual, and
Cumulative Average by Strategy Type, and comparisons can be drawn between each. Lastly, the
researcher can vary the frequency of the geodesic dome itself, which dictates the number of total
world players. Overall, the large variety of system input leaves room for extensive study, and in
all likelihood, a fresh set of findings and system dynamics.

In addition to input parameters, world geometry can also be changed. Perhaps, the shape can be
made more irregular, so as to more accurately represent the spatial distribution of real-world
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players. While the geodesic dome is relatively authentic, it does suggest that many agents can be
found in the middle of the ocean, which is certainly not the case. Instead, the geometries of all
inhabitable landmasses could be developed which, while ambitious, would be a marked step
towards further model validity. In addition, the relative density of certain regions could be
altered; Australia, with 3.84 people per square kilometer, and Asia, with 121.8 people per square
kilometer, should not be represented identically. Ultimately, the choice of geometric adjustment
is to the researcher, but an update of some kind should be made so as to boost the strength of the
results.

Another key area recommended for future study is the purported dynamic of disassociation, as
observed in our model. The reason for its occurrence, behavioral impacts, and general limiting
factors should all be considered. In addition, the existence of quasi-stability in Clarge runs should
be thoroughly explored, and hopefully understood.

The final change we recommend for future work is an update to the interaction landscape. In this
model, our game is based upon the dynamics of local and global interactions which, while
authentic, are relatively simplistic.

For local learning, we assume that all players have

neighborhoods of roughly the same size, which can be misleading; the farmer in rural China will
have a neighborhood much smaller than that of the Wall Street banker in New York City. In
addition, we assume that players have but one local neighborhood, which can be misleading as
well. Our social lives are often complex, such that we interact locally within several different
player networks. These networks may include the people on our street, the workers in our office,
the kids on our sports team, our friends on Facebook, or our followers on Twitter; the local
interaction mechanism should consider all separately.

In addition, when playing prisoner’s

dilemma games within these groups, payoffs are not truly uniform. While losing an online
follower may be analogous to losing the respect of a teammate, the two are not truly the same.
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As with any simulation model, there is always room to make the system more perfect, and that
examined in this study is certainly of no exception. Again, updates to the model are at the
discretion of the researcher.

Overall, we hope that this study is replicated, expanded upon, and improved. Iterative prisoner’s
dilemma models are powerful tools, and future work with such studies will hopefully make even
more substantive conjecture about real world dynamics.
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2AB

Variable Markovian Transition Matrix for Basic Blinker States:
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2AB

Numerical Markovian Transition Matrix for Basic Blinker States:
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